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4.0 SUMMARY OF LIENS
Data contained in this section sumzaarlzes tha Failure
Report and Request for Deviation/Waiver data presented in
each of the subsystem sections of Volume II. Copies of










The following pages list each Failure Report associated
with the Flight Model Thematic Mapper, with the symptom and
cause of the failure, and corrective action taken. Each
Failure Report listed is keyed to the major subsystem against
which the failure occurred.
Copies of Failure Reports for failures occurring at the
subsystem level are included in Volume II of this data package.
Copies of reports for failures occurring at the system level
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Unit Name Unit S/N Symptom/Description
Multiplexer 003 Serial Data output
pattern has wrong
format
Multiplexer 003 A/D reference voltages
of Band 1&5 were low.
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Corrective Action






















FL F0530 Telescope/ 002
Main Frame



































to use more care when
working with hardware.
Rough Test operator and rework
Handling operator were cautioned
to use more care.





MFC Assembly technique has
Procedure been changed to bond
the mirror after the
telescope has been
bolted to its Interface.












Level 0 Unit Name Unit S/N Symptom/Description Cause
FL F0553 Relay Optics
Assy.
003 Inchworm No. 2 command Test Equip,







FL F0554 Aft Optics
Assy.
003



















173,001 P/N 3 to 11,
4 to 12.
He was instructed
to use more caution
when making up
future drawings.
MGF All parties concerned
Procedure have been advised
of the importance of
cross-checking assembly
P/N's and S/N's against
the ABCTR's.
003 Inchworm No. 2 and Test







approx. 1 to 2 MV.
203 Ch. 1 and 7 were Defective
pegged at -25V. parts
Ch's 2,3,5 and 8
exceed wide band
noise spec.
201- Led Current used for Test.







marked up drawing. He
was instructed to
use more caution when
marking up future
drawings.
Fets replaced and C
retested successfully •
Corrected action for defective
FETS not required.
Test Procedure changed
to increase LED drive
current to 35%. See
ECR 1237101 to
Rev. Box 16660.
Design Witness samples, were tested C
above design limits. Rev.
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Unit S/N Symptom/Description
201 Test spec. 16368 in
error
201 Crosstalk shields not
adjusted correctly.
201 All 16 channels
out of spec.
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Ooer. instructed to make C
sure proper adjustments
are made before final
testing.
EO 9897 corrects spec. C
*
Drawing error. EO C
204 2 A corrects
drawing 51619.
Instructed operator C
to follow component ^ §
orientation as indicated ^ o j
on drawing and specification. O ^
O SP ;30 r- !
Technicians instructed C <o -fl '•
to use caution when using c. 7» \
terminals. 2 £j '
3
« i
Vendor error. SCAR C |
















Level 0 Unit Name Unit S/N
FL F1308 SMA 008
FL F1322 SMA 005
FL F1325 SMA 004
FL F1327 SMA 004
VL F1328 SMA 004
FL F1329 SMA 004
FL F1330 SMA 004
FL F1342 SMA 004
FL F1352 SMA 005
FL F1353 SMA 005
*****! *.r<f».;fr**fr\ &??$*^ >rt£~''i''fiV-tt<'\-t?j^ r^*
Symptom/Description
Part was installed back-
ward during assembly.





Frame to data station
fixture shim out of
spec.
TFE S,L,N,SME2; Re.. 2
Rev Scan out of
spec
Cross Scan RMS exceeded
Spec.
Unit level out of spec.
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Status $
Corrective Action Open/Closed /
i j
Assembler cautioned C
to use extreme care '
EO 64392 corrects drawing C
3568899
HS 236-7830 directs that C
DAS be red tagged
to flag discrepancy and
assure repair prior
to next use. \i^
ECR 864797 correct problem C '
.
Test personnel cautioned C
about sensitivity of shims.
ECR 864799 clarifies shim O O :
procedure. "" ~
ECft 864796 and EO 13111 C g 2
corrects test procedure O 35 ;
32015-1004 x r"
o -o




Assembly personnel C •
instructed in proper ,
use of Assy, tooling. ,. v
Scattering tests to be C
performed prior to mirror.
Acceptance from vendor.
Vendor error SCAR 63891 C ;
sent to vendor
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limit set by TS 16518.
All channels on




voltage ref. to -1
500V, output was:
+5. 628V and should
be 0.00 + 0.3V.
Mean resistance of
values determined
in A. 3. 2. andA.3.3
not within spec.







A. 7 (wide band noise)




































GAS Flow (N2) increased on C
FPA.
•
Personnel cautioned to C
review dwgs and EO to
make sure hardware is
correct.
Technicians have C
been cautioned to use Q Q




Technicians and Quality C SO r"
personnel instructed to «O TJ
use greater care when £r 353^* uf
assy and inspecting hard- r- m
ware
- 9 55
Design and tooling has been C
changed to reduced stress in
substrates due to handling.
(
MRB for disposition NCMR C
280985
Parts now sent to MRB C
for disposition.
Inchworm translators are now C
































































Unit would not meet
spec. (16072)












exceed max gain of
20DB for max boost
above the 100 HZ
gain.




to U8 (pin*)7 and
U7 (Pin 1)
Channels 7 and


















W^^ Ig^ ^^ A^ .^ ^
Status
Corrective Action Open/Closed
Tooling to be redesigned C
to prevent damage on
future units.
FL PostAmp board (P/N C
5094-lA) was used for
PF due to schedule consider-
ations. Selects for current
PWB had to be rsdetermined to
be compatible with FL Band 1 PreArap.
Due to tolerance buildup C
Hybrid had to be changed.
EO 9897 changes requirements C






EO 9897 changes requirements C




Parts disposition on thru C
MRB ref NCMR 6 290489
EO 9902 corrects design C
Band level Assy C
redesigned and operator













care during Assy, operation.
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FR
0 Unit Name Unit S/N
F2241 Prime Focal 203
Plane





















F""^ 68 Prime 401
Focal
Plane




limits of 2.4 PA.







response is out of
spec.
Band 7 had 0.0 drain
current and signal
Ref. channels have






6 out of spec.
No signal out of
Band 3 Ch 3&8
Large amount of
crosstalk observed
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Status
Corrective Action Open/Closed





Improved static discharge C
precautions initiated.
The ''<sst detector should C
have been changed. Personnel
have been instructed to do
so In the future.
Replaced resistor for C
channel 7.
Defective meter replaced . C




Defective detector replaced. C c: a»
£ *•*
3™53
Defective FET and associated C
substrate were replaced.
Improved static discharge C


















































207-1 Ch 3 transient resp.
is 1.25% @ bou sec






201 Phase offset unable
co add properly.
15 Channels 11&12 shorted
together
17 Channel 4 DC restore,
DC level changes.
16 Channels 9-17 no
output
003 Rl(MXll) overheating
003 B34 of connector is
connected to U24-8
(MX11)
14 Channel 9 buffer has
excessive gain.
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Status *
Corrective Action Open/Closed /
Design problem unit
accepted per W-119.
Operator instructed to use
greater care when performing
rework .
Planner instructed to u<»e
greater care and assure he




instructed to review planning
more carefully to assure that
they read all supplements.
Operator cautioned to use
more care in future.
Replaced hydrid,
Replaced hydrid .
Operator cautioned to use
greater care.
Operator cautioned to use
greater care in assembly.
Replaced Hydrid,
Test operator
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installed before test begins.
PKV^ *^ y^JlillBI{l<1^ '^^ ^
Model FR
Level // Unit Name Unit S/N Symptom/Description
FL F2818 Multiplexer 003 Band Sel Bit 1 (C34)
wave form incorrect .
FL F2819 Multiplexer 003 Minor Frame sync.
signal (C29) improper.
FL F2820 Multiplexer 003 Ret on (CIO) timing
incorrect (MX08) .
FL F2821 Multiplexer 003 Excessive comnon
mode noise on buffer
output ch.B .
FL F2822 Mutliplexer 13 Co 18 Rail voltage "B"
test reads in excess
of specs tolarance .















r^ V^^ ilf^ JS^ 'S^ iK^ ^
Status 9 |
Corrective Action Open/CJosed f j
1 ;
Operator instructed C
to use greater care when •
performing rework. ^ i
Operator and inspector C
cautioned to use '''_
greater care in future.
Operator and inspector C
cautioned to use greater
care in future. ,
Replaced hydrid C
t
TP3569224/SCN 1 Test C O O ,
Procedure modified to re- "" 2
lax limits. 2 Q
3^ 2^  f
C > ' i
Test Procedure «nodif ied C » r". :
to relax limits . O T2 ',
> fl>






13,14 Rail voltage "A"
test point reads
in excess of spec.
16
F3557 Mulliplexer 003
Sensor 2 input buffer
lias excessive droop
in DC restore mode.
J6 (back-up NRZ)
output only .2S "P-P
looking differentially
across J6 pin 1 and
Test Test Procedure modified
procedure to relax limits.
No tailure Passes higher assy, which has C
tigher requirements.
Defective Defective 1C replaced .
parts
F3660 Mutliplexer 003 Band 1 sensor 8 fails Test set-up Operator instructed to







8 Unit Name Unit S/N Symptom/Description Cause Corrective Action
Status






F3864 Power Supply 002
F3865 Power Supply 004
F3R66 Power Supply Ou4
F3867 Power Supply 004
F4253 1-iutliplexer 003
Incorrect lead irdexing Assy/
observed on redundant Fab
relay K-3. error
During Eng. evaluation Test







greater than 375 watts Proce-
input during pre-vib, dure
short forn- test.
Unit failed post Def-
vibration short Active
form test. parts
Band 1 sensor Test
7 fails no thres- equip-
hold test. merit
Instructed operator to C
follow component orienta-
tion as indicated on
drawing.
No further requirement C
;.o use an external pulse






















Numerous X talk Desigr.
errors.
Band 1 sensor Design








FL F4256 Mutliplexer 003 Band 1 sensor
7 failed input
buffer A/C



















Band 1 sensor 1
and Band 6 sensor
failed A/D thres-
hold test.
Design Hardware wao accepted
per W-124.
Design Hardware was accepted
per W-124.
Design Hardware was accepted C
per W-124.
FL FA267 Multiplexer 003 Band 6 sensor 1
failed A/D threshold
test











Center tap current in Wiring
mini primary winding error
of XFMR indicates 1
amp of pulsed current.
Sync, pulse not Wiring
observed on MAXI-BRtt, error
Hardware was accepted C
per W-124.
Operator and wire checker C
instructed to physically
trace wire to termination
point.
Instructed assembler C
and wire check Inspector














During attempt to Test-
phase up pulse width set-up
on maxi-PWB no load
condition.
Center tap current Work-
in the max! is man-
exceeding 15 amps ship
with no lead on max!
redundant.
Try to turn max! up Assy/
but it only turns Fab
"on" a little. Error
Instructed technician to C
have second technician
verify test set-up before
voltage applied.








































and could not be
commanded on.
When sync was turned
"on", unit would not
sync.
Band 2 sensor,?
4 and 13 failed
crosstalk.
Band 1 sensors 10
and 14. Band 2
sensors 4 and 14
failed cross talk.
Band 2 sensors 4,5
and 14 fail X talk.
Jumpers not to print
Feedback loop Band
5 ch 13 measured
open circuit when
tested per supplement





Cause Corrective Action Open/Closed
Design E02046A correct problem, C
Rough Responsible mfg. C
Handling supervisor has been
informed by the REA
as to the proper work-
manship methods to use.




Design Hardware was accepted C O 2»




r™ usDesign Hardware was accepted C 3
per W-124. < S>
Workman- Personnel cautioned C
ship/Assy/to use extreme care
Fab when installing
jumper wires.
Work- Operator was cautioned C
man- to use more care In
ship applying and cleaning
up epoxy.
Test Technicians cautioned C
set- to check test set-up

































































Test Equipment Repaired. C
Future models will be C
spot bonded to strengthen




















































9 9 tp » 0*
13 |1
Status \ ;
Corrective Action Open/Closed } '
' i
Defective part re- C • '






to use greater !
care to insure *
proper install-
ation of value <
parts. | ,j
Tooling has been C i j
redesigned to prevent
 o o ;
damage to substrate. "*» 2 ''
TJ Q i
New tooling has been C O > '
provided that does 3) r- ;j
not clamp to primary O "u j



































No failure test eng.
misread data.
J35 Pin F4 (signal
ground Band 1 ch
10) open
J30 Pin K4 (signal
ground band 1 ch 15)
open




P28 Pin 1 to Pin 5
is open S/B 31ft, Pin
34 to Pin 36 is 13.9ft
S/b 250.
SMA +6.8V Power Supply
02 telemetry read 0V
when Power Supply
02 uas turned on.
Diagnostic testing
revealed that ground
plane on even channel
half band substrate


























































































found ch #3 Band






No output Band 7
Ch 7
Band 5 out of spec.
Band 5 Ch 9 input
short to ground,

































Replaced Ch 6 FETS C
and adjusted crosstalk
are within spec pretest
data.
Nonrequired . Inf re- C
quently there are small
differences lr. capacitors
between having parts during
selection and after part
has been soldered to the
basis.
Defected test lead was C
replaced.
Personnel instructed C
as to proper installation
at PWB in housing.
Hardware accepted per C
W-135.
The arrays were destroyed C
during removal from FPA
and no further analysis
was possible.
Repaired with Ag epoxy C
per MRCO 393239.










































Tooling has been modified
















































in 2 (10 ) cycles at
50°C.
Test PGM 8 fails word









man- instructed to use




man- has been cautioned
ship to review orientation
device prior to solder.
Unknown U17 (shift register)
replaced.
Assy/ Mfg. and Quality
Fab personnel have been
error cautioned to use
more care.
Work- MFC and inspection
man- personnel Instructed
























Fab inspector has been
error notified and cautioned
to exercise more care.






















on LED failed to


























Fab/ i:\structed to use more
error care when inspecting
parts prior to ship-
ment.
No FR open in error,
failure
Un- Hardware accepted per
known W-116.
Unknown Hardware accepted per
W-123.
Work- Assy, personnel
man- instructed to use




man- have been cautioned
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Model FR
Level // Unit Name Unit S/N Symptom/Description Cause
FL S8321 Electronic 201
Module
FL S8322 Prime 201
Focal
Plane
FL S8323 Prime 201
Focal
Plane
FL S8324 Prime 401
Focal
Plane
FL S8325 Electronics 201
Module
FL S8326 Electronics 201
Module
FL S8327 Electronics 201
Module




db (should be -2.50














15 DC offset out
of spec.
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Hardware accepted per C
W117, Oper. cautioned
to use greater care in
assembly.
Test procedure had been C
changed to check contin-
uity between all grounds
Ret. Pins.
W-115 accepts hardware • C
Oper. cautioned to
use more care when
performing Assembly
operations.
ECR 0TM 2512/01R1' C
corrects TS 16597.
ECR 0TM 2512/01R1 C
corrects TS 16597
ECR tfTM 2512/01R1 C
corrects TS 16597.


















of spec, on offset
Test ECR 0TM 2512/01R1









































S8361 Aft Optics 003
Assembly






Band 7, Ch 8 &








is 2,8, PA should









is presently out of
spec.
Channels R81 thru







was at fault. Wire





































informed of the error











Level 0 Unit Name Unit S/N
FL S8365 Electronic 201
Module
FL S8367 Electronic 201
Module
FL S8368 Electronic 101
Module
FL S8370 CFPA 202
FL S8371 Relay ?
Optics
FL S8378 Aft 003
Optics
Assy.
























































Test personnel instructed C
to be more careful when
selecting 'resistors
values .
Unable to determine C
cause of torn insulation.
Wearsaver in question was C
red tagged and will not
be used until repaired
inspected.
Inspect, personnel have C
been instructed to
assure torque has been
adjusted for drag allow-










































S8405 See Page 30
S8407 Electronic 201
Module
S8438 Cold FPA 201
















to bring TM up to




Ch. 5 R83 is out
of spec.






Pin 3 and Pin 13
do not meet spec.
Test EO 4146A corrects TP
Procedure j.7068.
Test EO 4159A corrects
Procedure TP 16704
Design EO 4160 corrects
test set design,
problem.





Test Test personnel have been C
Set cautioned to use extreme
UP care when working with
test equipment and assure




Work- Mfg. personnel Instructed C
man- to use greater care when
ship removing and reinstating
select resistors.
Work- Operator to use C
man- greater care when making
ship epoxy repairs.
Work- Operator cautioned
man- to use more care in









Level 0 Unit Name Unit S/N Symptom/Description
FL S8440 Cold FPA 401
FL S8443 CFPA 201
FL S8446 Electron!" 201
Module
FL S8447 Electronic 401
Module
FL S8456 Electronic 201
Module
FL S8460 Electronic ?
Module






















Excess 60 HZ noise
























Waiver W-123 allows use C
of this assy.
Wire bond puller was C
found to be defective.
Pull tester was replaced.
Inspection personnel C
have been instructed to
use greater care.
Gas Flow (N2) increased C
on FPA. Insp. Personnel
instructed to use greater ® § i
care when inspecting ^ o |
solder operations. O zO 3s»33 r-
Insp. personnel in- C ... _ •
structed to use greater c 3»
care when inspecting j£ ^
solder operations. H -«
•< ta








techniques to be employed
in grounding low level
circuitry.
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FL S810/ Elect. 003
Module










is dead. Band 4 Set-













mod'" loads (8.3 Amps
AVg) after 2 hours








Tech. cautioned to use C
greater care in the positioning
& utilization of heat shrink sleeving.
Coherent noise problem C
was due to coupling
between unused LED'a




Test equip.cable had two terminations „
reversed. If this were discovered
prior to two hours after test initiation




ECA 272 2/01 lengthens




























Test Set Configuration not
Up appropriate for test.
Engineers are cognizant
of the problem and will
review set up more care-
rully.
Pin 14 on J26 thould
read 1 ohm max.










Pins 13 and 14 reads.






of PRT resistance no
+1-20 On +1 -18V on
output of cable W5061
and safehold heater
1 was 11.3V instead
of 28.V J24 filter
started getting
warm. Kepco drew
Defec- ECA 2722101 will
tlve standarize mounting
parts procedure and will
prevent similar
discrepancies.
Unknown ECA 2722 will standize
this mounting procedure
and will prevent future
occurence.
Work- Supervisor was Instructed
man- to inspect for this condition
ship and stagger shield terminations.
Test Eng. was cautioned
Set- to review test sfct-up



































to (Q5 QO turn-
around) should be
5.30 +/- .50 sec.
and it read 7.8
m.sec.
Zero degree Ref. to
Q5 (Q5 QO turn-
around) should be 5.30
+/- .50 sec and it
read 7.8 m sec.
Cal Lamp 2 is drawing Test
109.4 mas and should Set-
draw 108 mas and Cal Up
Lamp 3 is drawing
110.1 mrs and it
should draw 108 mas.
One bit is not operating Test
properly when putting Equip-
telemetry in the data ment
stream.
After fusible links Test
switches have been Set-
closed and 2.3 volts Up
are read on test box
(which is ok) and
then all switches are
opened at 16 to 20 volt
remains and slowly decrease
to zero (3 min. period)
Band 5 ch 9,10,12 have
1.1/hiV 1.44mV, 0.605mV
wide band noise. Noise
is approx. 200 KHz
oscillation with
popcorn noise on Ch 9&10.





Equipment before Initiating FR.
Shorting the leads together
just prior to connection to
the item under test zeroed
























Test EO 4365A changes
Procedure tolerances so that
previous readings are
now within spec.
Motor when electrically Assy,
activated will not Fab./





Removed motcr 51258 S/N 004. C
Installed motor 51258 S/N OOl.Retested per
16912. Vendor Vill take precautions to
prevent similar problems from reoocurring.
Test EO A366A changes tolerances
Pro- so that previous readings


























Band 7 ch. 6 feed- Work-
back cap appears man-
shorted - does not ship
respond by rolling
off at high frequencies.
Ch 15 no response Unknown




Ch 1,5,7,15 out of Work-
spec. Ch 9,13 out of man-
spec, ship
Drain currents for







to use extreme care.
Waiver W-154 will correct
problem.









































is + .6dB at 20 KHZ
should be +.1 to
-0.9 dB
Band 7, ch. 7




SMA P2 M break-
out box, pin 13
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<9 9 V 9
Status 27
Corrective Action Open/Closed
Waiver W-157 will C '•
correct problem."
0




were cautioned to check
for this type of dis-




No Failure - readings C aj i— ',
were found during ,Q -g
trouble-shooting C J> !
operations. i- m i
3^ !
Caused by Failure to in- C
stall insert in cable connector.
The technicians have been
advised of this discrepancy
and cautioned to prevent a






















S8219 Cold Focal 301
Plane
F5777 TM 003










Band 7 Ch 7+15 out of Spec.
IFOU sizes too large and
response to line source
2 IFOU's from center of
detector exceeds 1%.





second peak in Band 1 Det.
1 about 10% of peak signal
+ 13 IFOU's away).
Band 7 Ch JO no response to





Bands 5&7 are 26.25 IFOU's
apart ^pec. is 26.0 +
.2 IFOU's (This FR is a
rusult of Post-Test Examina-
tion of test data).
Band 1 videosignals from
detectors 8,10,11,14&16 shows
large offsets. (Band 4.DET
16 has same problem) in the
dark vidver collects.
Band 1 -ideo exhibits un-
acceptable coherent noise
levels.
Band 1 offsets out of spec.
Should be -4.00 + 0, 20UDC.
Are Ch: 3-426U,no failure
4 -4.46,6 -4.34, 10 -717,















Level // Unit Name Unit S/N Symptom/Description Cause Corrective Action
Status
Open/Closed
FL S8150 Rad Cooler
Door Assy.
FL S8021 Elec. Module 202
FL
FL
S8145 Rad Cooler 003
Door Assy.










SHC screw, was Design Spot bonding screws
noticeably loose.
After X-Axis vibration,
2 FL. These screws fasten
the electromagnet brackets
to the door assy. There
are also 4 other fasteners
for these brackets.
When switching from one
serial receiver to the
other, a move command is
sent to actually move the
door also when a close
command (TM:134) is first
sent in the redundant
configuration, the cooler
door moves.
Outgas position cannot be Design
adjusted to meet Para.
3,2,4.4 Spec. 16912. Rev.
C.
Change in noise level in
band 3, channel 12. Value
changed from approximately
.5 counts RMS noise to
1.9 eeunls RN5
after torquing to prevent
loosening. Washer was
changed from small pattern
to large pattern to increase
rigidity. EO 4528A.
EO 4457A caused resistor (
value in timing circuit to
match motor speed and





Excess noise band 5 ch 7-9.3
KHZ coherent noise. Should
be no observable coherent
noise.
Greater than 0.5% variation
between channels in spectral
matching test. Band
1 0.65%, Band 4 1.07%.
Band 3 Detector 4 low output;
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When the Mapper is
turned on with the
SHE and shutter on
at the same time the
shutter bangs.
Lowgraln in Band 6:
channel 11,28% low;
channel 3, -2% low
(channel 2, 9% high;
channel A, 7% high)
All 16 channels exceed
Max. gain of 20DB for
Max Boost above the
100 Hz gain.
Hi noise Ch. 8
Test EO 9897 changes require-


















(Addendum for Pre-Shipment Review Meeting)




FL F2369 TM 003
FL F1787 TM 003










FL S8149 TM 003
During Post Z Axis No
SRT, LVDT 3 indicated Discre-
inchworm motion. pancy
No readings for cold Work-
preamp (TLM) tempera- raan-
ture and the isolated ship
-19 volts (TLM).
Square wave response Work-
is low. Approx. man-
0.34 to 0.36 after ship
rework. Prior to
rework the values
were approx. 0.40 to
0.42.





to have a short circuit
to ground.
Signal (video) output
of Band 5, detector
10 is approx. 50-60%
of all other Band 5
detectors. Band 5,
Pet. 10 noise level
appears high.
When door Is commanded Mfg.
to open from closed
position, it sporadically
will require two commands
instead of one to the












torquing of bolts combined

















Model FR (Addendum for Pre-Shipment Review
Level // Unit Name Unit S/N Symptom/Description
FL S8159 TM 003 MUX 1 data does not
arrive at Demux.
FL S8161 TM 003 Shutter data Is
dark. S/B 2 to 5
count range, is from
28 to 255 for channel
9 of Bands 3,4,5 and
7.
FL S8169 Optical 003 Resistance between
Assembly mounting foot 02
and Aft Optics Bulk-
head is 62.0 milliohms
S/B <_ 15 milliohms.




FL F2370 TM 003 Band 6 output constant
at 85 counts for all
four detectors.
























Planning has been C












EO 4686A corrects 0 r~ TO
dwg. error. 3 rj
^^  \ff











































































































SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER
A Suatxtanr at HuHxa Attach Comomv
I N T E R N A L M E M O R A N D U M
TO: o. E. Sauers
SUBJECT: Corrective Action for
Failure Report Bo. P5772
: w. D. Adarsa
L. Altaon




BLOC. Bll MAILSTA. 39
T- 6357
Attached is a copy of subject Failure Report and QCHR ES 67093 for your
information and files.
At this time contract quantities of Thematic Mapper hardware ara coopleta
and no follow-on ia anticipated. However, test equipment and cable fabri-
cation are coosson to all programs and Inspection/Test parsonnel should be
alerted to sake sure applicable hardware ia fabricated and wrung-out per
applicable drawings and schematics.
Please inform Inspection/Test personnel under your cognizance of subject
discrepancy and review your vorksanship standards with thea so they under-
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____ OE POOR QUALITY. _____
o
o
] HU@g-|gg SPACE AND COMMUNICATIONS GROUP
HuiTo »7i:..^ i^;AVY FAILURE REPORT
*»*c« A«O COMMUNICATIONS <>Rour ^(^ RSVi Rt t t A TPIi^S JM CJ RJ 5 E^PCL wouwoo. CAuroaNia WWI>3 1 1 1 xj VI r\ t IWJXj *2lTlEC 1
•VABEL HRST CONTINUATION SHEET USED 'A'. SECQMO 'V. AND SO OM
|— IDENTIFY ENTRIC3 BY ReFSftOKClKa Pfl BLOCK NUMBER IN COLUMN. DATE BACH EMTRY.







Along. />/?/«/? TZ fjs tT-, ^ T-J^S^ 1=:'tHL.<si?& &ep*jrrr.
'
This is the first occurrence of subject discrepancy. In addition, contract
quantities of subject test cables have been fabricated and no follow-on teat
cables are scheduled for fabrication. Therefore further corrective action
will not be t a lean at this time. sJ^ ^«c^ '&!&t&-tA*!6*~«~-~ A -/ 7—ff'}^i/~>+ "nr
A&D/'f7a*/A.t- f^lt>pe£."r?t/F Af*~r.<* -s /A%- P&{Z<~/ '7/!&r'?*f*/[///<$. :z=B<b /i/o. P/= 11 •?: ?-s^  OAj~j£a /c/^cv/'j. /r^w
<A~'t*f&£&etj ) ' -^ ZLs' ' s // ,J~/-^
<Z *^^ Z*e!&*~>>s*^ S Y^y ^ ^ ~
HUGHES. QUALITY CONTROL HISTORY RECORD
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/-HUGHES QUALITY CONTROL HISTORY RECORD






QUALITY HISTORY OATC QU*trrV KJtTOKY
11

























OPERATION INSTRUCTION SHEET A
C/l NO S/N 002—
I
MODI 1 CONIIIOL ITEM PART NAME CHO. LTR. fARl NO.




C A NU J=L
O.I.S. REVISIONS
REV. WC
O A CO., i ..CU .1
INVENTORY CODE
REASOM FOR REViStON DATE ATPHOVAir,
OMC CORE PURE ATT TOTAL ATT CD TORE PROJECT ACCT
OlIALITY CONTROL SCREEN START ACCEPT. PCS






























I I9CK-.ASC Jin >«
iNSTBUCTioN
CONTIMUATION SHEET
CONTROL ITEM NEXT ASSEMBLY PAHT NAME
C/N


















HUGHES QUALITY CONTROL HISTORY RECORD
ACC T Of TAIL PART NUMBER NEXT AJJV rooiicT/MOoau HK.tIR NO
ES 67093
HLV /r s. NO ENGINEERING CHANGE WORK Aur*IORI2ATtOM f«O SMICT
, 0, /
r«O QUALITY HISTOHV OATC
II
QUALITY HISTORY


















y^/HUGHES QUALITY CONTROL HISTORY RECORD * •.?J «
ACC 1 DC r AIL PART NUMOCn PAHT9ER NO
O02
PART NAME MtXTASSV PROJfCT/MOOCI.
TH



























OPERATION INSTRUCTION SHEET A
S/N 00
MODI 1 CONTROL ITEM NEXT ASSEMBLY PAR1 NAME CMC 4.TH. PART NO.
CA01.E >
l'







O A CU-i ..CU .IU
INVENTORY CODE




Mone. cons PURE ATT TOTAL ATT CD STORE PROJECT ACCT
DIIALITV CONTROL SCREEN START ACCEPT. PCS
O C I I R A - v . N PLANNER- (T.





































































































































































(S£e REVERSE SIDE fOR COMPLETION INSTRUCTION)
O.C. Benson Dt
}. FROMi L. O'Connell oi
4. AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE. ^^
PT. NO. 41-35BLPG. S12 >M. C535m V329^
:PT. NO. 51-41BLDG. 11 BU. US 39





Pleaae perform the following Acceptance Testa per Para. 4.3 (Teble 5) of T8 32015-034
Table 5 54578 J24 FUter
Final Performance Teat 5.2,5
Final Redundant Lead Teat 5.2.3
Final Ill-Pot Test 5.2(4
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10.2.2 Redundant lead Test Data
S/M:
Testing Phase: &tJAt- &£DuvOAur LEAO
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Diode Voltage Drop 1.7 (+.2 -.3}V A 7
tI c
TS 32015-034
Rev —| ow»1:^  GUM-IT*






10.2.6 Inductor Test Data
. / ' Temperature:
Testing Phase: fr\Jfa-
REF. PARA. DESCRIPTION - LIHITS MEASUREMENT
5.2.5.3.2 Resonance Measarestant 18CO*.400Hz /933 Hz
1
 B f (455uSee <T <714uSec)


























1.0 ± .3V P-P















(P/H 54585 S/H 001)
SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER
I N T E R N A L M E M O R A N D U M
OCi Distribution
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Subject Filter was subjected to cstrem* internal temperatures during the running
of SIR FLT 1 007 as the result of a short circuit in a breakout cable (This
anomaly was reportad on FR S8127, copy attached).
This offico has investigated the problem to dateraina what effect tha overheating
hae on the long torn Reliability of tha filtor. Tha results of this study ore
documented in IDC's PS 86:62 and PS 88:82 (copies attached).
In addition to the above investigation, tha undersigned has discussed tha problem
with G. Benson (Powar Supply RE4) and ho raccsssandcd that &11 of tha components
bo rcsoved and replaced because tha ascoaaiva heat degradod tha Reli&bility of
the ccnponento.
COKCLUSIOHS
Baced oa the Thar&ol Anolyois eoeductod by Reliability, tha opinions o£ Che R2A
(G. Bauson) and tha undersigned, it haa been concluded that tha internal ccapcaenta
of subjsee filtar have boon ovQ?se?ess<xl asd eheir longovity io ouapcce. Evan
though the filter peased ro-eese, ebo ability of thst dovics to psrfora ova? ess
astemdad period of tlsa is Coo uncertaia to usrraas certiflcatlos as Flight hardware.
RECOKMEKDATIONS
Tha following option are offered for your consideration:
1. Use OH Filter (S/H 001) for teat purposes only while a new
OH filter is being fabricated at El Soymdo.








QUALITY SANTA SAR8AOA RESEARCH CENTER
4£*HUP*<tfWk«!W4*MftCaavc»r
£ . ' . I N T E R N A L M E M O R A N D U M
TO* i. O'Conaell CD








a«£<«Gaeet 1. Zatareai Mssa PS 86:52 of 13 April 198Z
2. BS 236-7783
3. PfiUur* Bepsst SS127
Sub jess Pailuffo Before «es rcviessd fraa a Belie&iliey viewpoint to provid* ca
eoeisaeo of eha sheets o£ oveyhcatizg thet occorred at the tir« of tho failure.
The seoufaetwnas og efeav iadteseesf wca ccstacced asd bs eiviasd E» ebat 23 scge HP
eeald vieaa&sad a 200 C tssseseeuso feg a wary e&«re period sad ease
170aC
Thses tea^areetEra ceaseraiasa QQS&S cloealy wieh Cfes> ostteseed 180°C
for 30.060 hears of life quoted by 3E5S rssoriale peresoael.
saolycio in refsresea 2 is rep«seed lo aeeechasss 1 £9 e&ia @@a. It
thae the is&iseo? ae C.
tsp^rascb Is ores@aee£ is afteafifesse 2 ea a crcoechecfe. The.
ahcw etuse esspuraSuffQ GC tbs isdustor will exceed 266°C*.'
Lasa a£ ted iaduetop to eft op«a eiretsit wreld IEPGBS & lose of 9& hesto? fu&etioa
A chare circuit would degrade tna low frequency filtering capability of cha unit.
ConaidariSQ th« fact that the vlre aatrald oat be sabjactad to tes^srsturoe above
200 C, £t ia ny position dbte che Raiiabillty of tlsLo unit hao baea degraded











rise (frca B9 134-7733)
t ^....ua-x • <6) (.360) • 12.94
.360 cbso
Q C2tesg«t
2 Siao » (12.96) (18) » 233°C
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Zedueeo? is Asbiaafc + Tea^ erature Chsaga «- 28°C * 23a°C « 26S°C
?2 lo eba 0.8.
1
 r. la efca £.8.
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 [T].1WJ. QM^O. QC..MC*.
•AIIOM iro<« A/rtcru
8 OOAoiXGS AFFECTCO
Mf» CCOt KJUGC< «tv HOB. NO.
1 1 J Z J y i o 1 1 u
! T.M. CALIBRATOR ASSEMBLY-SHIM RETICLE, SPACER RETAINER






1 1 CO 10 '1 3VCCT •«
II
IT. LOT NO I*. OTT8 ea
10 CCMT«A<r HO. • LIN( 1 rCM
NAS-5-24200
l« OCFCCY CLASillf ICATIOM
l« >(CU»IN« 0<VIATIQKS*AIVCI>
2> f'CCT OM 0£Civ^t.OV SCHCOA.I
| 23 OCSCAl'TlQf) OF OCVi AflON/VAl vtfl
» USE OF NON-RELEASE DRAWING FOR FABRICATING TOE FOLLOWING ITEMS:1) SK10779 SPACER, RETAINER 8 ea.
2) SK10793 SHIM, RETICLE • • 2 ea.
~ NOTE: ITEMS 1 AND 2 TO BE USED DURING THERMAL VACUUM TESTING.
SHIMS AND SPACERS TO BE REMOVED PRIOR TO DELIVERING CALIBRATOR.
r.
THE ABOVE ITEMS WILL BE USED ON THE T.M. CALIBRATOR. THIS DEVIATION WILL
AUTHORIZE ITS USE WITHOUT RELEASE DRAWINGS. ASSEMBLY OF THE ITEMS WILL
BE INCORPORATED BY FORMAL SUPPLEMENTAL PLANNING AGALKST THE T.M. CALIBRATOR
SERNO 002, P/N 72611.
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. FAILURE 'O OWTViM.
D SAFETY
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4.2
4.2 REQUESTS FOR DEVIATION/WAIVER
The following pages list the Requests for Deviation or
Requests for Waiver submitted for the Flight Model Thematic
Mapper, by number, description, and curient status.
Copies of Requests for Deviation/Waiver that were sub-
catted for particular subsystems are Included In the Appropriate
subsection of Volume II of this report. Copies of Requests for






USE OF ALTERNATE TERMINAL /*SSY,
D-130 HARDWARE/PROCEDURE ALTERNATE CoMP, PLACEMENT
D-131 HARDWARE/PROCEDURE ALTERNATE COMP, PLACEMENT
U-133 HARDWARE/DRAWING
D-134 PROCEDURE
ALTERNATE WIRING, CAL SHUTTER BACK
REDUNDANT SHUTTER CABLE SUPPORT PIN
D-135 PROCEDURE/HARDWARE ALTERNATE WIRING - POSTAMP BAND 3
D-136 HARDWARE/PROCEDURE/ BAND -6, VOLTAGE REGULATOR/ SERIES
DRAWING RESISTOR CHANGE,




DOCUMENTATION DEFICIENCY OF TELESCOPE
THERMISTORES,
SPLICED INCHWORM LEADS - REYLAY OPTICS
STATUS

























PERMISSION TO USE AG EPOXY BONDS
TM CONFIGURATION FOR STARTING IA-07 TEST
TEST WITH OPEN 208 KHz SYNC LINES
EMI TEST TEST DELETIONS
TM CONFIGURATION FOR STARTING IA-07 TEST















PERMISSION TO USE EM TM 32015-618 INSTEAD PENDING
OF TP 32015-626 FOR MASS PROPERTIES DETERMINATION
ALTERNATE WIRING APPROVED
USE OPTIONAL AC07 TEST CONFIGURATION FOR APPROVED
AC07 TESTING,
USE BAND 4 DETECTOR 7 TO CONDUCT IA04 TEST APPROVED













USE OF MOTOR FROM UNCONTROLLED STORAGE
EMI/EMC TESTS DELTJON








USE OF NON-RELEASE DRAWING FOR FABRICATING
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
1) SK10779 SPACER, RETAINER
2) SK10793 SHIM, RETICLE
ALLOW DEVIATION FROM FLIGHT CONFIGURATION
FOR AC02. AC22 + S-T: Fl-015.
CONTINUE Al TESTS AND DO BL TESTS
WITH PARTIAL TM CONFIGURATION,
MANUAL OPERATION OF CALIBRATOR
CONTROL CONSOLE ICCC)













PERMISSION TO PERFORM BL07, BL12, BL16 APPROVED
AND BL19/20 TESTS WiTH PARTIAL TM CONFIGURATION,























PERMISSION TO ASSEMBLE B7 DETECTOR WITH
DISCREPANT BAND 5 DETECTOR,
PERMISSION TO TEST AND REPAIR
DISCREPANT BAND 7 DETECTOR,
PERMISSION TO CONTINUE DISCREPANT
BAND 5 8, 7 DETECTORS,
PERMISSION TO CONTINUE THRU FPA
ASSY, 50795 W/BAND 3, CH 9 WIDE
HAND NOISE OF ?,? PA,
PERMISSION TO USE NONCONFORMING IN$B
DETECTORS,
PERMISSION TO PROCEED W/BAND 1
CH 21 NOISE OF ?,8 pA,
PERMISSION TO USE BAND 2 BAND LEVEL
ASSY, S/N 401,
PERMISSION TO USE BAND 3 BAND LEVEL
ASSY. S/N ?OJ.


















•1 3J ' *i








WJ18 HARDWARE/PROCEDURE PERMISSION TO USE PFPA W/BAND AND
CH, ]b NOISE OF ?,8 pA,
W119 HARDWARE/PROCEDURE PERMISSION TO USE HALF-BAND ?n7-l























MINOR PERFORMANCE DISCREPANCIES S/N 003 MUX APPROVED
PERMISSION TO REPAIR BAND 7 IN$B
DETECTOR,
PERMISSION TO USE BAND ] BAND LEVEL
ASSY, S/N
BROKEN SCREW IN ONE MuX MOUNTING HOLE.
HARDWARE TELESCOPE HOUSING, BLACK PAINT
FLAKING,
APPROVED





















PERMISSION TO USE SPARE CFPA WITH
DAMAGED TRACES.
PERMISSION TO USE IN$B DETECTOR ARRAYS
PERMISSION TO USE NON-CONFORMING IN$B
DETECTORS,
PERMISSION TO USE IFPA W/VOID IN
CIRCUIT TRACE,
PERMISSION TO USE FLCFPA W/DISC REP
PER FR 8208,
LOW VALUE FOR TELESCOPE
REFLECTANCE OF TELESCOPE OPTICS




































MISSING PLANNING FOR SCREW TRIM
OPERATION,
PERMISSION TO USE F-J CFPA WITH DISCREPANT
SUBSTRATE
No PLANNING FOR EO 8842 - BAFFLE ASSY,
DEVIATION FOR RADIATIVE COOLER TEST PLAN
WAIVER FOR IAOIK TEST PROCEDURE
PERMISSION TO USE HCT.DETECTORS MADE
WITHOUT RELEASE PLANNING,
DEVIATION FROM RAD COOLER TEST PLAN
WAIVER ON TOLERANCE OF PFP TO SCAN
DIRECTION ALIGNMENT,
WAIVER FOR PADIATIVE COOLER CIRCUIT
DIAGRAT,
W-150 PROCEDURE/HARDWARE SPLICE EBTCE CABLES





























PERMISSION TO USE NON-CONFORMING IN$B
DETECTORS.
PERMISSION TO USE INSB DETECTORS FROM LOT
?4 HAFER 21,
W-155 (SPARE) PERMISSION TO USE BAND LEVEL ASSY S/N
HARDWARE/PROCEDURE
W-156 HARDWARE TERMINAL BOARD TO REPLACE SPLICED COOLER
DOOR MOTOR LEAD
W-]57 (SPARE) PERMISSION TO USE HALF BAND S/N 711-.1
HARDWARE/PROCEDURE
W-158 (SPARE) PERMISSION TO USE HALF BAND S/N 10]-]
HARDWARE/PROCEDURE



























PERMISSION TO USE CFPA WITH A BAND 5
DETECTOR THAT DOES NOT MEET SYSTEM SPECTRAL
FLATNESS SPECIFICATION,
PERMISSION TO PROCEED WITH F-l SYSTEM BAND
5 TO BAND 7 REGISTRATION,
PERMISSION TO USE CFPA WITH FET OFFSETS >10MV
BAND -7 CH 7+15,
PERMISSION TO USE SPARE CFPA WITHOUT
PERFORMING NON-DESTRUCTIVE PULL TEST,
PERMISSION TO USE As-Is WITH FOLLOWING
DISCREPANCIES: THE SPECTRAL MATCHING
VARIATION BETWEEN CHANNELS IS A MAXIMUM
OF ,065% IN BAND 1+1,07% IN BAND 4,
A WAIVER IS REQUESTED TO DELETE CS06































PERMISSION TO CUT TRACES AND USE ALTERNATE
WIRING TO INSTALL 16 RESISTORS,





PERMISSION TO USE BANDS 1 AND 4 WITH SPECTRAL APPROVED
MATCHING VARIATIONS GREATER THAN 0,5%,
PERMISSION TO USE BANDS 1 AND 4 WITH IFOV APPROVED
SIZES GREATER THAN 43,2 AND 46,35,
CHANGED FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE SINE VIBRATION APPROVED
LEVELS IN THRUST AXIS,
PERMISSION TO USE SPARE MULTIPLEXER HYBRID APPROVED
MICRO-CIRCUIT WITH SETTLING TIME OF 26
NANOSECONDS INSTEAD OF 20 NANOSECONDS MAX,
PERMISSION TO DELETE REQUIREMENT TO PROVIDE APPROVED
A TELESCOPE BASEPLATE TEMPERATURE TELEMETRY
CHANNEL,
PERMISSION TO USE WITH OUT-OF-FIELD RESPONSE, APPROVED,
SHOULD BE LESS THAN 1%, is 3,4%,
o oti yo
•$2O 3






PERMISSION TO ACCEPT TEST SEGMENT 2 OF
TP 32015-625 THAT WAS CONDUCTED AT A
BUS VOLTAGE OF 28V INSTEAD OF 23V,
PERMISSION TO RUN SIR F-l 0?9 AND
F-l 033 IN LIEU OF BL 19/20 MINI 3B
AND BL 19/20 MINI 4B,
PERMISSION TO DELETE TVS 6 ORBIT 8 AND
RESEQUENCE TV TS 6 ORBIT 12, ORBIT 13












OF POOR QUALITY Program Instruction 010
KOUHT ro0 OfVUTIO»/»*IV6«isu tii-m-uo at MI ros iKinacnaat
ING ACTIVITY HO. j
cmciiuroa ««« «ao «o»iss / ISanta Barbara Research Center / /





C03I c. ST1. CZSIG.
D-143
J 1A3C H*» A»HCTK>
Dnsce. f~~laj.o.TICMAL L JUCT
t OTK2H jriTC55/COMf IOJ.
7 SPECIPICATIQflS AETECTED.TSST 8. OnAOINGS
». COM 9tC./OSC. MO. K»*. COW
4. mnx
t. ITS* 82577 . TP32015-531 tona
t. nn
M^jper Configuration for Starting IA-07 Test lorccaTUACTKO. t tint ITEMNAS5-24200
l«. CZFtCI
D aCDITICU.
>t man v '">' a>
Test Procedure
!• MOT «9 OM TT*f 17. LOT no. il. orv It. OZCU90IRS OIVIATIOB/naivSB
II. CFCKCT M DEL VCOT SCXtlXa.£
None, if deviation is approved




Tioo of oiviATioiyjAivta Riaq^p.^ g^i-MriTafon to
without the following items assembled on 7M (51065) :
1. Radiative Cooler 51200
2. Circuit Boards: 50920 Tanp. Controller and dc Restore
50942 Tsnp.Control
50912 Band 6 Buffer
50908-1 Band 5 Buffer
50908-2 Band 7 Buffer
14 NI(0 f<>* OtVI&TION/VAIVC*
To proceed with IA-07 testing until the assemblies are available for
tion for IA-07 Test. After installation of the Radiative Geroler and the Bands 5, 6,
7 Buffers, Sections 5.3.4 and 5.3.5.23 through 5.3.5.27 of TP 32015-531 will be
conducted.
1
" Minor - Syscem Engineering
Majop/Critfijcal - Program Manaeer
/ 27
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Teat with Opsn 208 kHz Sync
10 COMTa*CTNO. t bill ITU*
NAS5-24200
CflR/TQyji AT I O£1 I TO*
El Assy
or »MT t*









w O«V,.T.O«/«,,«I. Electronics-Module Integration Tests (TPs-531,-532,
-533)with 208 kHz sync lines to PS1 and PS2 opened up via B.0.3?(P4S:R5;SS:U5;V5;T5;
and K5) switches. During IA07 Part HI (TP-533), perform viajs^ -varification test col-
lects (VIEWER) with B.O.B. switches closed- and oosn to achieve comparison.
2^  At conclusion of AC02^  the si-nc-lina contacts will ba removed fron ccnnactor
A1-P46, insulated and tied back per class 1 BCP ** to be written at that tana.
(Itan 23, Statensnt 1. cent.)
Also, during AC02 test phase, expose the instrument to a l£s^ u>-nioderate,48B-SIS,
radiance and sequentially fill tha CCMPTAL CRT with video data from ona detector
in_each oand and cntiqua each display for periodic artifacts,
"or by extracting, ^and labelling, tha 6 contacts at tha P46 Wear Conn.
Spurious power-supply shutdowns occur with the sync lin?s normally connected. When
208 kHz sync to tha power supplies is disabled, the shutdown problems are avoided.
No change in System Performance is anticipated, based on previous testing (PF).
GSFC Spec M00.8-O-Z10, Rev B, p23. Par 3.3.4.4.3
states: "...dc converters of the power supply
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Test with Open 208 kHz Syne Uses
Fl Bianatic Ifepper Assy
—a 0 •«' o» toaiii uuMai xrccru
Fl Tfrjaaatic ^teppar Assy 51065
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IW of MT.Miow«in« i.perfonn Electronics-Module Integration Tests (TPs-531,-532,
-533)with 208 kHz sync linas to PS1 ani PS2 opened up via B.O.B*(P4S:R5;S5:U5;VS;T5;
and W5) switches. During IA07 Part IH(TP-533), perform video-verification test col-
lects (VIDVEFO with B.O.B. switches closed and open to achieve coiparison.
2^  At coiaslusion of AC02,_ ths sync-line contacts will ba removed frcm connector
A1-P46, onsulstsi and tied back par Class 1 ECP ** to be written at that tiros.(Itan 23, Statansnt 1. cont.)
;\lso, durirg AC02 test phase, expose the instnstent to a low-to-itioderate,48'1-SIS,
radiance and sequentially fill tha CCMPTAL CKT with video data from one detector
in eech band and critique each display for periodic artifacts.
* or by extracting, and labelling, the 6 contacts at tha P46 v?sar Conn.
C(VIATIOn/o*lVfil>
Spurious payer-supply shutdowns occur with the sync lims normally connected. Vfttsn
208 kHz sync to the powar supplies is disabled, the shutdown problems are avoided.
No change in Systen Performance is anticipated, based on previous testing (FF).
«* GSFC Spac S400.8-D-210, Rev B, p23, Par 3.3.4.4.3
states: "...dc converters of the power supply
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U. CtVIATIOwWAIVtH _Waive tte following test requironents of GSPC 400.8-D-201, >GSPC qpscificaticsn -
Mapper Interface Control rxxcsstent, paragraph 4.2:
a) Pa^-iai-prf nnias-inn RE02 (Electric Field)
b) g»^ia<-p^ Emission RE04 (M3gne»-ic Field)
c) par»a»fid Susceptibility RS03 (E Field)
d) Conducted Emission CE01 and CE03 (Powerline)




EMC tests of the aigmeenng Model and Protoflight Model Tfcsrafcic Mappar
showed no significant susceptibility to radiated fields; tlhis has been confirmed by
Landsat-D Spacecraft EMC tests. Landsat-D tests have also- (deraonstrated that the
spacecraft is not susceptibile to radiated or conducted emissions fron the Protoflight
Model Bienatic Mapper.
Deletion of the above tests would eliminate the necessity a~£ transporting the Bisnatic
.Mapper and test eguipnEnt to an EMC rest facility. jtf . / /?,11
HEA
MJOOUCTIO* CFFCCTIVITY BY ££DIAL
IHC ACTI»ITV AJTH

















TO: J. Zagcl CC: DifltribaCiea
OHO:
tuuecr: EMf/BC Rateot (Engineering Modal Mapper)







In tha Initial EMI/EMC test of tht Engineering Model Thematic Mapper, it
waa found that tha Mapper waa ouaceptible in specific frequency ranges to
conducted interference. Is particular, during ths conduct of teets CS01
and CSQ2, tha Mappay exhibited general euBcaptibility throughout ths fre-
quaacy range of 6 Khts to 80 Rhta. Tha euaceptibility paaka occurred in
th« frequency range frora UO Shea to k$ Khts.
Throughout tha remainder of ths EHT/EIS teet, i.e., radiated oueeeptibtlity
and toets vhich cxaainod tha Kappar'o iaaajntty to epikea on tha pcwsr Una,
only tvo sarsinal parforaanee inquiriaa «<src noted.
1. Tha Mapper radiated a 10 Mhta interference in ths vecinity of
J-18, J-19 end J-2^ .
2. Inserting s 28 7 negative epike in tha 28 V return lino resulted
in the shutter losing "phase lock". Recasting, briefly, with a -
reduced negative apika of 26 V oa the 28 V return line resulted
in no anomalous shutter behavior.
SOBJSCT;
I. Bateota conducted to ascertain the correlation between susceptibility
eignaturso to specific changeo in BTCZ/Hepper grounding configurations
provided little or no conclusive data relevant to ^ improved" performance.
All teat* run trich tha intent of achieving an acceptable mapper ouecep-
tibility profile through a variation in the oyaten grounding acheca re-
sulted in Buecepcibility oignaturea which olmlliarly characterised the
Mapper during the initial EMI/DC testa.
Noteworthy, in the analyaia of retest reoulta ia the fact that although
apparent Improvementa vere observed with certain grounding configurations,
theae iaprovementa vere:
1. The retult of ooniCoring channels with lover gain.
2. The result of CSOI/CSQ2 teat configurations which also exhibited
higher Mapper immunity during the initial test.
}. The re»ult of the "eubjcctive" determination of when a particular
recovery threshold occurs.
For the oost part if performance isproveoents could! not be categorired in
the aforementioned, theae ieproveoenta were not significant in frequency
range or oagnitude to be worthy of note.
__ ORDINAL RAGE-JS _• —
OF POOR QUALITY
XX. BateatB conducted to evaluate the Engineering Model Mapper'0 suscep-
tibility aiEnetures to conducted interference with 8 Khts filter* inoertod
between tha interference source and the Mapper are depicted in grapho &
and 2.
The B? source injection oethod for the frequency range of 20 Hts to JO Khts
vac inductive and for tha frequency range 50 Khtm to IJO Ebtt waa eapecitive.
the two diffarent injection isethoda created noiee signatures to vary ia curve
continuity, i.a., for too range frea II to JO Rhts, no noice wao viaible/dis-
carnable cm the Coizptol and the Bams D/A output, vheraaa noise w»o definitely
visible, although in low counts, at the beginning of CSGS (50 Khts). (Zxaaple
graph I).
• .
The upper traca of the graphs depict the values at which noiaa recovery vaa
exhibited, labeled threahold voltage ?.?. and the lowar trace showo recog-
nisable interferenca as a fuaction of injected S7 frequency.
A. Graph I depieta the interfsrenca aigneturaa with ths 57 source in*
verted into the 28 7 line. Tha graph ia a composite of a variety of
teeta run:
I* With the source swept froa 20 Hex to 1^ 0 Khts.
2. With tha Bepco power at 2J V and 28 V.
3. With tha Hopper in "Picture Mode" via Power Supply I or 2.
Ij.. Hith the source inoertod first in J-l8 then J-19.
5. Hith tha count's recorded twnitoring Band I Detector I or
2 (high gain channels).
6. With Q second filter in and out of the return Una.
In the above discussed configurations and variations the interference
cigrujCurec u^re essentially identical. Peako and nodes where recog-
nizable noise patterns were observed were at II Khts and 55 Khts.
B. Craph 2 ohowa the noice signatures observed with the RF source in-
serted into the 28 V return line. Again the graph ia a composite
. of a variety of testa run with the configurations! and variations
diacuooed in II-A-(1-6) with the exception of item 6 where the
eecond filter waa inserted and removed from the 28 V line. All
coabinations exhibited siailiar if not Identical interference Big-
natures.
At 2.73 Khts a Mapper noise susceptibility pattern occurred with a
peak count of approximately 22. No susceptibility war evidenced in
the frequency range greater that 50 Khtr. A possible accounting of
this disparity, since Interference was observed in a test with- in-
sertion in the 28 V line at 55 Khtr, could be due to the fact that
'the EHI Instrusent could only drive the load with 0.3 VPP ac JO Khtz,
as shown on the upper trace of graph 2.
C. Filters were inserted into the 28 V return and 28 V line for J-£ll.
Again the variations of teat configurations discussed In II-A-(l-6)
vere run with RF injected in first the 28 V line then the 28 V re-
turn. No dlecemabla noise was detected throughout the range of
20 Htt. to 150 Xhtx.
• - . ' • • ORIGINAL PAGE IS
. • OF POOR
 QUALnY
SUMMARY
V^  With filtaro ID All 28 V pauer (hot end return) to the Mapper, and observing
*- « higher gain channel, noise woa observed at 2.75 Eht« (22 counts), II ihts
'.. (8 counte)vand fjroa 50 Khta to 75 Khts (Peak nolae count of 1$). Th* slgna-
tureo depleted an Crspho I sod 2 show nerttsd ioprovecaot in the Happera con-
ducted euaccpclblllty tilth the addition of input filters when eoopared vlth
the "preflltor" graphs 3 and 1^. Also graphs j ond U are coapooitao of aeiae
eignaturea exhibited daring the initial teata observing Band k Dstcctor 9
(oaa off the loaer gain channela). Also of particular relevance la the lack
of miBcepClbtlity vich filters in Che range of 20 Qttz to 30 Khts, a frequen-
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I^ ona, if dsviation is approved
None
•io» ar w»i«iow»uveB Request authorization to start IfiHJT^-^532 (Comcanas arjarexe-
mstry) and -533 (Vidao/Syst.Timing)without the following itecs assenbled on TM(510S5)
1. Radiative Cooler 51200
2. Circuit Boards: 50920 Temp.Controller and dc Restore
50942 Temp.Control
50912 Band 6 Buffer
50908-1 Band 5 Buffer
50908-2 Band 7 Buffer
3. R/C Door Asssnbly 51740
4. Relay Optics Assy 52534
5. One of the two SMA Heater Assys (52566-2,-3) will be simulated by similar
value fixed resistors until replacanant heaters are mounted.
To prccead with IA-07 testing until the assemblies are available for proper configu-
ration for IA-07 test. After installation of the Radiative Cooler and the Bands 5,
6, 7 Buffers, appropriate sections, list attached, " will ba conducted to
completed the IA-07 test sequence. The Relay Optics Assy will be mountad as soon
as it is available (expect this to occur during -532), allowing IH & LVDT interfacing
to be checked. The R/C Door Assembly electricals will be checked with the assembly
connected alongside, not integrated to, the 51065 TH assy.
'. " "!» SYS








ATTACBMCTT TO DE7IATIOH P-146
^ TP 32015-532
5.1.2.16-26 CFPA Eeater, BB Boater, SMA Heater command
5.1.2.52-54 Cooler Door Connnands
5.1.2.73-79 Fuaible Link Conmanda
5.1.2.86-89 Incffln'.Stage Heater Commands
5.1.2.100-111 Coolar Door Commands
5.2.4 FraniQ DC Restore
5.2-6 Thansal Tests
5.2.7 Cooler Door Teat
5.2.8 Fusible Link Teat
5.2.11 Power Profile
5.2.12.5 Bank 5 and 7 Video only






Prograa leatrucctoa 010 \
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Ponatfision to use Ennineerina Model IF 32015-618 instead of t? 32015-626 fcr Massrerai sj^
THEMATIC HAPPER
T.M. TOP ASSEMBLY
>». M« o». ca rm c
51065. E
ta. unct e» a»i'™>-
May save cost up to 15K.







si. uipui co oativtBr sc«u«at '
May save up to 6 days of schedule.
at.
For T.H. Mass Properties determination, instead of performing TP3201 5-626 Hass Properties
deterai nation, TP32015-618 Mass Properties Test Procedure — Engineering Model will be
performed.
It is anticipated that Mass Properties determination as specified on TP32015-618, will be
conducted at SBRC.
TJ^rilass Properties determination for P/F SN002 was performed per TP32015-626. This
procedure yielded the following data: Weight, CG-X,Y,Z, MOI-Ixx, lyy, Izz, POI-Ixz,
Iyzs Ixy.
This deviation to perform TP32015-618 for Fl SN003 is necessary to determine only the
weight and two point CG-Y.Z.
Proto flight SN002 MOI, POI and CGX data will be used as reference^oPer attached/Ja£a,
worst case between CG of P/F SN002 and E/M SN001 was 2%
difference. Weight difference is less than .15.
.^<yie>4& SYS ENca




-* Minor - Systen Engineering
>iajor/CrlCical - Program Maaagnr
} :2.
| | \ I DISV
DD.sr-1694
TO: Distribution
SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER
4 Svtiltixrr •/ Hyfhm Aircnlt CampMjr
I N T E R N A L M E M O R A N D U M
CC: Data Bank (8)
PAGE IS
QUALITY
SUBJECT: ThesjaCic Mapper Engineering Model
Weight and Center-of-<Jraviey
r.
DATE: 11 June 1981
KSP: HS236-7492
FROM: p. D. McLaughlin
DLDC. 774 MAZLSTA.79
EXT. 4351
The Thematic Mapper Engineering Model (EM) weight and center-of-gravicy were
measured at SBHC on 1 June 1981 per test procedure TP32015-61S, Rev. A. The
results of this test are as follows:
A. EH Uncorrected Crocs Weight (pounds/Kg)
B. Instrument Configuration Zteas Missing
1. Thermal Louvers 2.09 poundo
2. Theraal Elanliets and Supports 11.37 pounds
3. Side Panel 1.60 pounds
C. Excess Configuration Items
1. Miscellaneous Instrumentation 4.75 pounds
2. Miscellaneous connector protectors 0.1 pounds
3. Ground wires 0.1 pounds
D. EM Corrected Gross Weight (pounds/Kg)
(A + B - C - D)
E. Corrections Required to Project Protoflight Weight
1. Conformal Coating of PWB's +3.08 pounds
2. Radiation Plate Material -6.02 pounds
(EM weight, 17.70 pounds, Aluninum)
(P? ueight, 11.68 pounds, Beryllium)
3. SMA. - EM vs. PF (24.49 vs. 24.89) +0.40 pounds
4. MIE- EM vs. PF (26.45 vs. 27.44) +O.99 pounds












?. Project ad Weight of Protoflight Model
C. Ceoter-of-Crsvlty
I o 11.64 incase
Z • 11.SI laches
X • -13.5 incho3a
*i not oeasured in this test
B. Conparison co Predicted Values
537.47/243.79
Engineering Model Height (pounds)






















•Values obtained in November 1979 from computer run.

















BUOG. SI 2 MAILSTA. U303
LOC. SC EXT. 88608
REF. 1: Thematic Mapper Interface Control Drawing 3533000-400 Rev C
REF. 2: Internal Meow HS236-1202-8, "Thematic Mapper Mass Properties
Summary". F.D. Mclaughlin to Distribution, Dtd. 19 Feb 1981.
REF. 3: Internal Memo HS236-7492, "Thematic Mapper Engineering Model
Weight and Center-of-Gravity", F.D. Mclaughlin to Distribution,
Dtd. 11 Jun 1981.
Ref. 4: IDC HS236-2249. "Mass Properties Tare Items for Thematic
Mapper Protoflight Model", F.D. Mclaughlin to A.M. Carter,
Dtd. 1 Oct 1981.
The attached tables present the mass properties of the thematic mapper
(Protoflight Model} derived from mass properties testing.
Table I contains the predicted f l ight properties. The test data has
been corrected for non-f l ight items included in the test conf igura t ion
and flight items that were not included in the test configuration as "listed
in Ref. 4.
Table 2 depicts the reference coordinate system for center-of-gravity
and moment of inertia data.
Table 3 compares measured mass properties data with drawing requirements
and previous predictions. The "Y" and "Z" C.G. data compares favorably
to data measured on the engineering model at SBRC (Ref. 3).





MEASURED MASS PROPERTY DATA
PFH
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* REFERENCE . AS TESTED ; .REF 1
! f™»™ ' ' 3H300-400
WEIGHT 538.87 568.79*














 r lz 51.26
| \
1 \ Ixy 0.59
I \ f" Ixz -0.11
ii
i • l-« 4.36
REF 2 REF 3
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i. T.U. orosv.AT,o*«,«iaperTai83ion to Substitute Data Bases and
foe Band 4 Detector 7 to Conduct IA04 Test
Thaaatic Mapper
i§. cott c* nwr oo taamT
last Procedure
10. parr OB. on nrwr eceic.
51065 - G
HONE








OSFCCT <XA33I»ICATIOB| IMAJOH ||C«ITICM.
ST. errecr on ottivcar SCKMU.E
None, If Deviation Is Approved
. CFF&CY On IMTCbAATCD LO6ISTJC SUPPOOT. l»TuE7ACE. CTC*
HONE
It. CSSCaiPTIOM Or
Permission to change Data=Basea and use Band 4 Detector 7. This trill
have the impact of creating a bad version of CENCTH.I7F (For Detector 9
data since there is no signal) when it is called by CMD File.
lAOABSL.DAB;2
NOTE (added on 820604) ^Jp} ^nd 4 ESat 9 is the usual z=0,
reference center for all detector center calculations. The B5D9
signal was DOC usable due to a Sill1—cable problem. The sec of
det.9s were replaced by dec.7s (BI,B<4,5,7). The loss of file
CHNCTR. IVF is of no concern because the file is not used to do
BBR.
la. KCCD FOB oiVi*Tiu»/c»iv£a
Detector 9, in Band JT» signal is not getting tihrough SIl^  Present
Data Bases are set up to Ref. Band 4 Detector '9 signal as ORIGNXOH
IA04BBR. A fix may require a substantial amouint of time and
necessitate dentating most of the connectors.
t9. mooufriOH trnECTivirr BV SERIM. MLKSSH
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9. r i lVK 0* Otyi*HOMXV*lv(Q
EMI/EMC Tests Delation
Thematic Mapper
[ Of *«A* 00














deviation is requested to supersede O145 as originally submittad.
Deviation is requested to waive th« following tast requirements of
GSFC 400.0-0-201, GSKC specification - Thematic Mapper Interface Control
Document
a) Radiated Emission RR02 (Electric Field)
b) Radiated Emission RE04 (Magnetic Field)
c) Hadiated Susceptibility RS03 (E Field)
It is requested that the JSMC test raquirernents for F-l are CS01, CS02.
CSOS, CE01, and CP.03.
. wi49~~^oft osvi*f »o*v^**vftn ~ •— ^ ^^ •••^ ••^ w^
EMC tests of the Enqineeriny Modal and Protof light Model Thematic Mappar
instruments showed no significant susceptibility to radiated fialda:
hao been uunrirmed oy i,andsar.-D Spacecraict EiiC teats.
Delation of the above t-ssts would elisainata tie necessity ot transporting
the Thematic Mapper and r.e^ t equipment to an S-IC teat facility; allowing
for testing to be conducted at SflRC.
SYS ENCR
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7 SPECIFICATIONS ArfCCTEQ.TEST PLAM
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,. tiTtsof otvi*ri(M/«i«» ^^
 devlacion fron plight configuration for
AC02, AC22, and S-T: Fl-015
Thematic Mapper Assembly
I*. MOT M«. CM TV^t MHO.
51065-3"













II. discs i" i on or otv i AT ION/CA i veil
1. Request acceptance of spec-tesc Fl-015 data taken under conditions (1), (2),
and (3) described in memo HS236-8072.
2. Request approval to continue thru AC02 Radiomecric Calibration data collects
under conditions (1), (2), and (3) described in memo HS236-8072.







14. NCCO 'OB C!vl«Tlotvn»ivlfl
(See memo HS236-8072)
SYS ENGR
13. «ooucTia tfrecriviTY ST izniu. xiaei.ii \ j
v T/'S
^^ «n«*izi~^s,jKuui« /
lsO^(~~s J^ // , 5
Sysceo










- g July 1982
I. MiciMioa ••* coo
Santa Barbara Research Center
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3 day delay if not approved
i a . _ . . - . . ' ~Allow AC ^ 4 stv. tests to proceed without full 3M electronic configuration. Permit
system engineering to determine permissible testing relative to what TM functions
are disabled.
>4. Mi£O IO« OtWIAf IO*«/»»IVC1I1. Band 6 gains must be re-scaled. Therefore the Al A16 PWB must be rerovfid
for rework.
2. The 50942 Tenp.Control FVZB must be removed to conplete prior rework.
•
RE7L SYS
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i3tt iti-sn-*i» at MI so* insm 22 July 1982
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IX. SFFKCT OM LOGISTIC
11. ocscaimcn or
Perform BL10 tests with manual operation of the CCC. (Manual positioning of
six-position mirrors.) The following paragraphs of TP32015-518 wil l be affected:
4.1, 4.4.1.6, 5.4 and 5.5.2. ««,*..
ORIGINAL" PAGE rs
OF POOR QUALITY
. *i£CO ran acvi«noM'«ivti>
Rotary stages of TM calibrator inoperative.
IS. 'KOOUCTIOII EFFICI V I T T ST SC0IM. l«>««tll
003
I t !*JB»lTTIMG A C T I V I T Y
"•*• Minor - System Engineering
Major/Grit leal - Program Manager











i omoiiuro* nait MO
Santa Barbara Research Center
75 Coromar Drive. Goleta. CA 93117
J. A. walker XIOCVI4TION IMIVCT
ICBITIC/4.














' SPECIFICATIONS ArfECTgp.TEST PLAN 8 DOAJMNCS
8. COBS 9K./DOC. NO. SOI Uf*. COOl njuu* •tv.
J1323 . P 32015-520 Rev. -
4. I TIM I
Manual operation of Calibrator Control Console (CCC) 10. C£**TRACr *9. INAS5-24200
Thematic Mapper Assembly '*. QgfCCT
Thematic Mapper Asseir'ily







jo if'Kt o» cosT/mics CT ON 0£LIV£XV SO<fiOUUC
2-day delay
CM INTCunArtO LOCtSTFC SUP*OHT^IMTlHP*CE. tTC.
II. OUCPICTION 0? OCVC*nON/«*IVI»
Perform BL12 test with manual opsration of the CCC. (Manual positioning of rotary
stages.) The following paragraphs of TP 32015-520 will be affected: 4.1, 4.4.6,
4.4.8.1, 4.4.8.2, 5.2, 5.4.1.1, 5.4.1.2, and 5.4.2.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
24 '•ECO '0* OCVIATION/VAIVCR
Rotary stages of TM calibrator inoperative.
13 ••OOOCTICHctFFCCT'VITT gr UfllM.
003
•JZffiffZ Lt Minor - System EngineeringMaJor/Cricical - Program Manager
27
Q. I >F»aovcO I ' 9UA»»
NASA/GSFC
Program Instruction 010
PI HEOUCST TOR 0£VI«TK»/VAlVE»jr| tut tti-sm-ti9 o» MI roe /wTsucnawi OATC »«Pl*tB
hi ^ i. oniciKATO* ••* wo <6on»
L| V Santa Barbara Research Center
H 75 Coromar Drive, Coleta CA 93117
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°{rv] CCVIATIOI 1 j>ei«ta
ixJul*»" I JKAJOB [JcBlTlCU.
J. (ASC 1 INI AfrcCTCD
OTUSUL C
MTB. coor
JCATEO 1 1 ucr
«. OaAwiwGS *
WASSB
^ 9 T I T L & 0F Of VI ATIOH/KAI V(R
;J| Permission to pe r fo rm BL07 , BL12 , BL16 & BL19/20 tests
Rl j? with part ial TM Conf igura t ion 1
t* fj Fi. catnautttiiou i io> ncxtMCiAruBt
^| Thematic Mapper Assembly
i Thematic Mapper Assembl y
f n«. o* nrPt ociia>
51065
>, f jo. tfrtcT OH COST/PBICC
| ;•> None
'> > ITT^TV^ZCi OM iHTCCJIAItO LOCI
s,
J ' None
STIC SUPPORT. 1WT(Rf /
' ; 23. OtSC«l'TCO« 0» Ot«l»TIOH/wAlven A it















IO. CONTRACT KO. ft t IKt I TCM
I MAS 5-24200
>< OffECT CLAllir iCATIOH




& BL19/2C tests with TM Band 6 p o a t a m p board
removed. No part of the test or th-« IP is affected by the lack of
Band 6 board, since no Band 6 measu^aments are involved ic the
BL19/20 tests.
>4 NCCO 'OB OCVIATIOM/MIVCR
REA
l ITIMC ACTlvirv MjrnOHl 2ING
'
ITLt
 Minor - System Engineering
Major/Critical - Program Manager
27 »PPBOV»L/OISAPPROVAL
j _ J «fnov«.










Santa Barbara Resaar'-.h Center
75 Coromat Dr., Goleca, CA 93117
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v -•*« a* -
PWB Assy Postamp Band 1
MET <9. CB >YP( 9UI*.
50904-1/G
[~]gtl-ieM,
None 8 no3. schedule impact if uisapprovid
Cft NTKJlArtO^
None
***This waiver cancels and supersedes D-159***
This waiver authorizes the cancellation of EO A515A against affected
drawing number and the retraction of changes already incorporated
into the "E" revision of schematic 50905. In addition, allow the
cutting of traces of 16 resistors pe • cheets 2 thru ff of this
waiver and allow alternate wiring process per SPS0165 to install
16 resistors on Band 1 PVB Assy to eliminate coherent noise
per FR5775.
Redesign and reprocuremenr of electronic circuit boards would he
required in order to eliminate alternate wiring. Minimum 8 mouths
schedule slip and considerable cost would be Involved. Redesign is
not considered cost effective at this time.
51065 SN 003 onlv
*. »j£tf* Ml
O<2_
' •* Miaor - Syaueai lagrasering










Santa Barbara Research Center
75 Coromar Drive, Goleta, CA 93117
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I. "iill J' ;ii.»rio»i/»»t •««
Coharent Noise Band 5 Channel 7 NAS5-24200
Thematic flapper Assembly
51065
u. LOT «a. II. 9TT
11 Cr'tCT CM il\. i »tKT
None
fallurt report S0160> Band 5 Q^ nei 7 ^  approKiaaccly 1.7
counts of noise while the rest ot tue band averages below 1.3 counts. The noise has
been determined to have a coherent component at approximately 9.3 kHz. The cause of the
coherent component has not been determined but the level has been consistent.
Though the specification SS53015-001 .allows for no discernable
coherent noise, Chr amount shown by Band 5 Channel 7 is low enough to allow excellent
image quality. Investigations as to cause, beyond those already done, would be a hazard
to the hardware.
Minor - ^ystea Erigiaeering
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<j 3«c»i«,<w j» «vi»r,«w«i.w Th8 spoctrol matching teat is conductad to datormina chat thera
is no greater variation than 0.52 from channel to channel within a band as ths spectral
concant of cha scena is changed. HS236-8084-1 shows that the test data for band 1 has
a variation of 0.65X and band 4 has a variation of 1.35S as reported on failure report
S8162.
u. -«s .3r-5Evr.>,4»/«.^ B Thera hflvo baan 3ignif ic int laprovomfajts in testing technique and
tha data is cloaa to bains acceptable. Howavor, the data exceeds tha spacification
and a determination has not baan aado aa to the cause of the discrepancy. The detec-
tors and filters ware fabricated using the latest technology so it is not known that
any improvement could bo made.
ai. ••oauiw'w
•* Minor - Svstea Engineering
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». nrr n.ai 1 1
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10. tf'ICT CM COST/»«IOt
















u detectors in bands 1-5 & 7 measured in
AC07R(spatial coverage,HS236-8043 attached)are larger than specified in GSFC A00.3-D210
paragraph 3.2,3 in the along track direction, the cross track direction or both. The
measured and specified IFOV sizes are given below. All values in U-radia&a. "
MIH. AVG. MAX. SPEC. S
Bands 1-4
along track 42.70 44.12 45.92343.2 (Reference:FR5774)
cross track 43.58 44.74 46.29^ 43.2
Bands S & 7
along track 46.44 48.69 51.35 446.35
cross track 44.45 44.99 45.79 £46.35 (spec met)
.. N«B «oa 3tvi*r,0«/~,,tfi Correcting the IFOV dimensions to the current specification would
require disassembly of the TM optical system and focal plane assemblies. The IFOV
sizes are only slightly out of specification (^ 5%) and will cot adversely affect system
performance. The square wave response for all bands exceeds specifications (BL16/17
report to be published), proving that the dynamic response of the system is very good
and meets the usage requirement for which it was designed, T he uncertainty associated
with the AC07 measurements is of the same magnitude as the deviation from the specifi-
cation. The performance of the Prdtp^ ligjit Thematic Mapper was <wet$^ Slmilar to
performance of the Flight Model ' ^ -^ /•/ "^
(See Waiver H-106 attached).
IS. »«03UC7IOH £F«SCT V l T T »T St«IM. «. Ttfl
51065 S/N 003 I •
1*. SvGMl " "C, »C" I •' "t .u-»>.•< I iliG




Prograo Instruction 010 ORIGINAL PAGE ISOF POOR QUALITY
•C9UCST Von 3£VI»TIOM/¥ i l¥ l» *•** »•€>••» MOCUIIM icrmrr «.
•in »tt-,iTB-.« at w« /o* iianuenaai
11 Augus t 1982
2. f™3 f™ "1
Reyoond A. Aoador B12 MS 28 X6251 ['•Q-.-o gjiujsa Qe»itie*
4 : £ J i G N A T t o » >oa O C v i A T i O N / w a i v g n
«. iSefu""* •• •»•• cast «. ITS. osiio. «. «»«»!«« .^
Fl 11323 TM _J£=JLZjj£i
B "*" * s*c;'"c*ficNj Arrecrso-rcjT PLW "**
^^^^a^T ""' ""'* ' »ic./ese. "o. to»
«. tr«TB» | |'TP32015-^J2 KS-
»• «TO« 1 1 (?» y ff&^f,^ .1 *»•'•
«. ^«ST *.« i i vj- /\2m*//trV'
MTiea iTias Arrtrrca
HT^M. OSrto Ou^°' Dnl S"°
e onAwcKSj *rr£CTto




" ' Changs of Fl ight Acceptance Sina w * °*
S V i b r a t i o n Lovals In Thrus t Axis
Radiosetar
Radioeater 51065 - J
s ?, N O N E
17, LOT «O. It* 9TV 19. QSCUBttlMO OtVI *T10?l/B»l vjD
11 C"tCT Wl QSLlVtUlT (O*CA<Vt
N / A
N O N E
r 11. :uc»"'"o» a' 3c»>*rioivo*iv»B
; Changa Thrus t Asix (X) Flight Acceptance Vibra t ion Levels.
: ! V A S : Freo . ( H r ) g ok IS: Freo. ( H z ) g ok
5 - 13.1 0.64 IN D.A. 5 - 11.1 0.64 IH D.A.
13.1 - 50 5.6 11.1 - 50 4.0
50 - 100 2.4 50 - 100 2.4
I
j47 *»£W *8« :tvi 4?ioM/»*<vc*
Tschnical d i rec t ion f r o n GSFC per Telocon wih t 0. Wainstein
on 11 A u g u s t 1982. *-^
(^Z? //Y* 1 * '^x
7
 //' ^w^/Sf^^f^1 X»n-'1rL-
1
 ' ' REA^ '^ yy.^ */' s/1^ */ SYS ENGR ^ L ( /W^s ^ .. P2 '"?L*-<^ S c--'!'CC^— P-
51065 S tRNO 003 only / C/^U) ft -> tycM*>'^~'7t
•
i
^/,\" [;2~>'^l~"" ' •»* Minor - System £nginacr-.agMa .'or /Grit leal - Prsaraoi Manaeer
t. f—j/jj^evt r—| (
(^^V ^ *•••
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Eybrid 3905973 S/N 535 High Temperature Settling Tim




10. oanfUACT 09. • i
HAS 5-24200




> KFvtCT O MklvCBr SOdouLft
2 month schedule slip of spare hybrid if djsa|
-, ^
Bon«
Analog Multiplexer hybrid mUrocircuit 3905973, S/N 535 only, fails paragraph 4.7 of
test specification TP 3905973 ot high temperature (80°C) only. This paregraph covers
Battling time, should be 20 Nanoseconds max, ia 26 nanoseconds. S/N 535, which is a
epara hybrid, passes all specifications at all other te=p«raturcs .
The effect of using this hybrid in & system would be a very slight increase in &
crosstalk between some sensors in the band where the hybrid was used. The: crosstalk
increase would be a maximum of one quantum step for a scene of full scale contrast
only vhen the hybrid was at a tenperature of 80 C. Since edges of full scale
contrast ere rare or nonexistent in real scenes and since the hybrid never reaches
80°C, no real effect would be anticioated.
Repair and retest of the hybrid to comply with tha high temperature settling time
•pacification would cost approx. $2,000 and delay the delivery of the hybrid by
2 souths. Since the settling tine as is would not significantly affect instrument
perforaance, a 1 loving use of the hybrid as is is requested.
! I
BEAi Sys
^\ i*~^^& *^>?'^ '^ y*^ r /r ' /6
fljpjP // *K?^fx^Vn/*r
^^ JL i^^ r^ ?E r^* '^,^ /7S'^ ^^<€/-.
AS. fvOOUCTIOi l»rtC1l»iT» n UK'
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It' • Fl |11323 TM I V,l"3 QrVSlt LJ£TW DDS8" Dm E*
t •> SPEC If I C - A I I O N i A r f C C T C O TEST FLAM <• O R A O I N G S A F F E C T E D
i. _ ^ r^ATJ1.1^ «>• cooi i yce./ooc BO. | soi ••»». enoc «*•(• «». | «n. •>.
:
 «. JTJTtX | |
: • t. ITCM | • j
i • " . «. TTST n«» |
1 1
1 11323 5090-: 1 G 1 4072A
i « 1
!
;' Teiescone Easerlate Temoerature Channel Deletion K\S5- 24200
pi . Thematic Mspper
- ; Tnematic '-laOTer
fa. tritCT CX CCST. raia
ArrDrcxiratelv ?1 'lillion
| * »•--.*
U. CO «>. |i> otuci •• 14 ocr[CT c.xssir ICITICB
1 m f™"' f" ""1
ii r>*> <m a nn su't. ir. LOT no. lu.orr it acc-'mns oevianivu IAIVI*
51063 003 1 1 G™ E-*
3-^lonth schedule irtiact if disacoroved.
"'"""' ""
? Delete the reo'jirement to pro\~ide a telescope baseplate ter^perature






The telemetr>- channel is an open circuit; repair would entail unnecessary
risk since the channel loss has no significant mission effect. Tenrperature
of baseplate csr. be deduced from other temperatures such as the telescope
housing and the cal la<np housing.
h .
'S ENSR J Jj. fi
I Y . J T IT lt«l*L
~r*~^o fl03 onlv
[T] ^ ,.5,^ ,t->^.XB
• . *
:6SFC 400.8-D-210, Section 3.2.3, requires that- the response to the same point
-source shall be less than 1% at angular distances equal to or greater than two






















response is between 0.81 and 3.4%, depending on thg detector and direction of
.displacement (reference Failure Report F5774).
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR "QUALSTY
&6» trT!Tf 9<M OfiVIAf IOK3/HAIVCR
,
To correct the above out-of-specification
the FPA and possible changes to the TM Op<
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Thematic firmer. P/N 51065. S/N 003
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condition would require changes to
tical assembly, causing considerable
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1 COICI«*TO« N4HC MO *00«EJI
, jT'JV.'C
4 DESIGNATION FOa OCVI AT ION/QAI VE»
•• «ooeL/m>c 6. Km coot «. srs ocj'C. <• ocv/wiou «
7 SPECIFICATIONS AFFECTED- TEST PLAN
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coot »te /we. no. sen
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it CO KO. »- ocmcr « 14. oirtCT CLASSIFICATION
IT LOT NO. <e OTY It IKCUMIKS OtVIATIOX/ctlvtH
21 C"tCT ON OILIVIDY SCXCOIA.C
xt-' ^ 'V ^r"
^ •:• •*• J
13 DCSCRIPTION or Otvi 41 'ON/MI VER
c-
14 XttO fOH OtVUTIOtt/OAIVta
c (. C I*.
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Santa Barbara Research Center








COCC «• SYV cisiu.
TM Ml 76
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«. TSST H.AM | 1 T3Z3 TP32015-625 Rev. C
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tl. 3iscsi»Tio» or ocvi »noivw*ivtR
1. R' TSS ORB 07: BL 19/20 Mini 36 deleted.
2. TV TS6 ORB 09: BL 19/20 Mini 48 deleted.
14. ttED 'OH OSVIATIOn/VAIVtH
To conduct tests; requested by NASA GSFC, Within the normal timeline of the thermal
vacuum orbital sequence. STR Fl 029 Back-up Mode Cal Test (TVTS5),
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• Program lostruction 010
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Santa Barbara Research Center
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K irg«
•. T3ST Pl«
O E S I G N A T ' C N ?vB J t . ' A T ' O I / B A I v E U i
k. M»B caoe ic. SYI. otiio. *. a4>/**»u •».
11323 1 TM W-177
S P E C ' ? I C i T i C N S *FiiC"L3."EST («(.A«
*>»•. coos 1 ;»tc./ooc. NO. so
11 ^ 73 'P'52rll 5-^25 ^ev. C
*.J— 1 j^I
*| XJMINC* { jiujoa { iCTiT io t
5. l«it LIMi A/fCCT'J «. OT-CH SYJieyVCCJIf IOJ.
**rioM ira<a trficno
(~~l»«oe. pliixa. en weo. ("!«! m«oU_jTiOaM. 1 'firm CLJuCT l__! Lil
4 D R A W I N G S *f '£CTEO
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o> inur ••Kxa.t wrcrru >*. nor «a. « »•« ot«ia.
Mapper 51065
IS. iveici ON C3jr/p»ics
None
» u. c^Vjfc? fin
None
IX. CO NO. >i otncr a. i*. DEFECT i>53ific*ri(y«
2 | y)iai>a>« | ]MJUO« | )cairtcu.
I ' .LOT NO. It. OTT It. QgajXHItO} OCVI ATIOWVAI VCA
11. tfrfCT ON OU.IVWT SOKOUkI
None
NTlGAArCO LOGISTIC jU^^OftT. IMT£R^ACC. iTC.
13. OUCXIPTIQN Of Otvi •riOrV»»lvE»
Delete from TVTS60RB08 (BL19/20 Mini 4A) . Resequence TVTS60RB12 (SRT-PRIM) , ORS13




To conduct tests; requested by MASA GSFC and SBRC System Engineering, within the normal
timeline of the Thermal Vacuum Performance Test. The tests will consist of various STR's
which will encompass a greater area of parameters obtained throughout the T/V test phase
'and will also allow for revisiting tests which have been conducted throughout the normal
sequence of testing.
QA x^T '/{_ f'.f'.'/ _• /, • X-./t/c*'VL
11. '•"OOUCTren £f»£"-< i*T 3T S
P/N 51065 S/\' 005
Minor - Syscas I.^^meer^ng
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4.3 ENGINEERING GRANGE PROPOSALS
•
The following ars copies of Engineering Change
Proposals (ECP) submitted for the Flight Model
Thematic Mapper.
EKGINEERIM3 CHANG? PHOP3S*1.. PAU£ I O*TC
18 July 1978
Hughes Aircraft Company, S&CG
P.O. Box 92919 - Airport Station, Los Angeles, CA 900C9









» S P E C I F I C A T I O N S ArFECTED - 'EST PLAN
CODE | SPEC /COC NC SCS










7 OTMtl JTJ /COHf 1C ITU'S »"tCTtO
CODE
10
System Test Plan, Revision A TP32015-500
Thematic Mapper System (3533000-100)
u n«i£ or 'ART on LO««ST ASWOL* AFFECTED
Thematic Mapper System
Revise TP32015-500 System Test Plan
•< CRAVINGS AFFECTED
NUW3CR REV NOD NO.
II CONTRACT NO » I IHf
ITEM
NAS5-24200
i j IN ^ coout r
Ha
P>m «jO OR rvpr Ol
3533000-100
OR!G!^ SAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Per ECR 664618
It POOOUCTION C F T C C T I v l T V ar ICRlAi
1 & Up






RlLOXMCNUCC ITCW me T t t l T Y
H/A
CS'lM^r^o HIT oti ivcHY SCHEDULE
N/A
ESTIMATED COSTS/SAviNCS UNOCR CONTRACT
^•^ ^^^ w • Z* • O A3wCll3 A u
€ SHIP/VEHICLE ct^si. Aiixirn
H/A
d. LOCATIONS 00 SMtP/VEMirit NUMBERS ArrcclED
H/A





«. CLASS 1 ' CLASS II
ritmstfo ri oui»»«9»t9 DMC™! I'o'1^1'" CD
t. GOvEG»o«CHI A C T I V I T Y
















Hughes Aircrafc Company, S&CG
P.O. Box 92919 - Airport Station, Los Angeles, CA 90009 002
EFFECTS ON FUNCf IONAU/»LLOC*T£0 CONf IGURAT ION IDENTIFICATION
IS OTVfa JTJTtwJ 4'ICCTtO
NONE
11 CON'fUU»«'I0»e ITU4S »fF£CTt







crrccis on IILM wccif ICA'IONS
N/A
N/A
1? IRAIll OCll 1M>
N/A
8/15/78




ENGINEERING CHANGE REQUEST •
e<
REQUEST
P> ..RAM SVS/EOUIP NAME OR OES CONTK
T5
'
* ECR NO. T^O KfJ^tXI
uiifsutrc ' •£-** * OnvUJn w onfc5>
30C IOCNT «l«77 SHEET 1 OF /
OL ITEM HAVE t NO. SPECIFICATION/OWO r.O.(f»
5T" P£.frrij ~TP "32.OfSr~*^"OQ
DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM
TEST P/. AA/ REQUIRES UPDATE FOR DEteTsort
*
PROPOSED SOLUT.ON ORXMKL PAGE fS
RE\/»S£ P*-*"< OF POOR QUALITY




~-~, REASON FOH HEJtCTlC
JXj ACCEPTED
f"] REJECTED
~u... ,»!?,...«<. (^ 25 • 1 1 ..« 1 1 ,.„ S^ECIFICAT'ONORCHANGE CLASS ^1 LJ IIA LJ "B CONTROL ITEM
DOCUMENT NO.(S) FOR IIB CHANGr
ORG CODE DATE ORG
HESP SPEC ACT.
OA1C 1 URf.ENCV
•i ;_,, 'f~/'ii C-QMf>(.&T£ Fon. DO IL '
HECW EFF R'CM OISP CF ITEIV
S/N i^ UP N/fr
>'J DATF RECD SCH REPLY AD1
£fcc2hS DATt i
RESP SPEC ACT. OR --
 NUMaEf
RESP ENGRG ACT. ' ECA NUM3EF
' Srefferf 4&>7O2b













». j SPECIFICATION CHANGE NOTICE
•ooe IOENT S2977
•
S "CATION TITLE C~ ^  '-•''•" -r / ~7 *-"' / f~- / ' <" — ~ - /4- SPEC t.3 PCX
IPPECTIVITY * * f 1 ,IVUT«ORITY ifcCA. OCN NO 1 ^^ SCN NO .
.Y.TEM/EOUIPM^NT ^ Jff-^. f ;//)/*/ * * ' °*TB gT ' / * / ^
> TMIS NO'ICC INFORMS RECIPIENTS T H A T THE SPECIFICATION IDENTIFIED BY THE NUMBER IANO REVISION LETTIR
OH NUMERAL) SHOWN ABOVE HAS BEEN CHANGED THE PAGES CHANCED BY THIS SCN BEING THOSE FURNISHED HERK-
•ITM AND CARRYING THE SAME DATE AS THIS SCN THE PACE) OF THE PAGE NUMBERS AND DATES LISTED BELOW
IN THE SUMMARY OF CHANUED CAGES, COMBINED WITH NON-LISTED PAOCS OF THE ORIGINAL ISSUE OP THE REVISION
SHOON ABOVE CONSTI-UTE THF CURRENT VERSION OF THIS SPECIFICATION
SCN NO.
3>V £~
PAGES CHANGED (INDICATE DELETIONS)






„ ORG CODE DATE RCSI"OljitBJ.ESP_Ee_ V^I-^IT Y ORG CODE




1SOIT C» NOV 71
"S" INOIC/TES SUPERSEDES EARLIER PAGE "A" INDICATES
SHEET 1
COOC IDENT






SVS/EC1UIPNAME OR OLS CONTHOL ITEM NAME 4 NO. ECR NO.
CONTRACT NO.




PRODUCTION AND RETROFIT DRETROFIT ONLV
SPECIFICATIONS AND ENGINEERING DRAWINGS AFFECTED
f SPECIFICATION CR DRAWING NO.




/ : :^ *
DE-
LETED SPECIFICATION OR DRAWING NO.
TITLE OF CHANGE ,
f. •SV;T£:^-) -,••"• " • - . ' . •' • v / . - J»/.. /I
NEW CHANGED OLCI
BELATED 'ACTOO-S ON i_J '^




' - ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
• EXTENT OF TESTING RtCM CHANGE errECTIVITV
















CHANGE HEW1EW BOARD CHM





















EHGIKEERIHG CHANGE PROPOSAL, P»G£ 1 BATt P«PA«O(su uit-sn-ut nt msnisTiois)
9/18/78
1. OOlGtNAlOK NAWC WO *OOSlSi
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO., P.O. BOX 92919 - AIRPORT STATION
LOS ANGELES, CA 90009
S. CCP DESIGNATION
•' tCOCL/tm 6 UFH COOt c. SYS OHIO rf. tCJ> HO. «. TTPt /. REV. (. OUR
N/A 82577 HS236 03 F
PHOOJBIKS ACTIVITY ttf.
4 . O.AS5 Or CO"" > JUST. 4 <uiu.:i
cost
1 B $
D »u«c. HH uio- I — | .......TIMtt 1 1 C»U» 1 I raeh-'
> OIKCR STS /CO^ris ITOIS ArrfCTCO





SPEC /DOC NO SCN MFR COOC NUMBER
3533000-400/A
10 nut or c»»N&t
REVISION "V OF 3533000-400
12 cONficuR*' ION no* NOW EN
THEMATIC MAPPER SYSTEM (3533000-100)
THEMATIC MAPPER SYSTEM
R E V . NOR NO
II CONIhACT KO « 1 !>.(
IHM
NAS 5-24200
i J IN PnotXK t IUN
Qm ^«
1) P4MI NO OM TVPT D(SIO**M M
3533000-100
REVISE INTERFACE CONTROL DRAWING ORlGWAt
POOR o:'/» IS
T7 StfO fOU CM««i£
IMPROVEMECT OF THE INTERFACE DEFINITION
It. POOOUCTlON C r r C C T I V I T Y CY SCRIM. NLM6(a
• i & UP
H cr rcCT ON PDODUCTION nn IVIOY MJI. pinf
NONE
20 RCTROI 1 1
«. RiLCMjf.ncr nix mi imiv
N/A
t. ijHU'-HOMT OCLivt>Y S(w(t7JL£
N/A
11 CS1IUA110 COSIVSAVIHC.* UNOCO COHIBACT
>» .
L.^ . BLANCHARD /
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Contract NAS5-24200, Thematic Mapper; Engineering
Change Proposal No. 3, EGA No. 467040
Pursuant to Article XIV, Configuration Managemerc, subject ECP for Thematic
Mapper Interface Control Drawing 3533000-400, Revision A is herewith submitted
for GSFC review and approval.
The Interface Control Drawing has been revised and updated as follows:
1. Completed the definition of the TM instrument outline and extremities.
2. Clarified fields of view for radiative cooler, thermal radiators, sun
calibrator, and scan mirror.
3. Added installation requirements and mounting details.
4. Added electrical interface connector designations, functions and locations.
5. Defined thermal requirements including thermal finishes.
6. Included current TM weight.
7. Added access requirements for purging, removal of protective covers,
and requirements during testing and opera.tions.
8. Revised the TM instrument coordinate sysftsm to be consistent with the
requirement of GSFC 400. 8-D-201.






cc: T. P. Sciacca, NASA Resident Representative
O. Wemstein, Code 400. 8
L. Gonzalcs, Code 400. 8
A. Hardesty, Code 283/400. 8
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Revise Interface Control Drawing 3533000, and design to
reflect (1) deletion of Nadir Thermal Louver, and (2) Modifi-
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1) Change mounting foot design to permit installation of tfee mounting bolts from the
spacecraft side of the mechanical interface per GSFC request.






2) Nadir Louver thermal performance does not justify the additional weight.
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Assembly and testing fixtures, two (2) will be retrofitted too accommodate new foot
design.
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Page 3 of 5
Proposed Thematic Mapper Interface Control Drawing (3533000-400, Rev. A)
change.
•
1. Issue Revision B to 3533000-40QA per attached blueHae prints (2).
. i
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUAUTY ECP 004
Page 4 of 5
STATEMENT OF WORK
CHANGE NO. 1^ CHANGE MOUNTING FOOT DESIGN
Task I. Design and Drawing
Conduct engineering design and analysis to specify new foot design.
Issue new foot design drawing. Change existing assembly and interface draw,
ings as necessary to incorporate the requirements of the new foot design.
Task II. Structural Mechanics Analysis
Conduct the following analysis;
A. Natural frequency and normal modes analysis for two cases which
bound the results.
B. Modal random response analysis (protoflight levels) to predict launch
loads using frequencies and modes computed in A above.
C. Self-induced transient analysis to predict on-oribt performance
' using frequencies and modes computed in A above.
D. On-orbit thermal distortion analysis based upon Task IH.B below.
Task HI. Thermal Analysis and Documentation
A. Revise the operational constraints summary and conduct analysis.
B. Revise thermal analysis summary assuming 75 percent power supply
efficiency with new spacecraft interface. Incorporate spacecraft
backloads into analysis.
Task IV. Assembly and Test Fixture
Conduct engineering design and analysis to specify the new retrofit re-
quirements for the assembly and test fixture. Revise existing drawings as
necessary to reflect foot design changes.
I •' . • •
1 1 ... ORIGINAL
'. f: ' 'OF POOR
;,
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'-I.F, ' Issue modification to subcontract and procure twelve (12) TM mounting6 ^
;< • feet of the revised design.
'-,$; Z Task VI. Retrofit Machining of Assembly and Test Fixture
• • Issue modification to subcontract and retrofit machine two (2) assembly
• : and test fixtures.











Provide Project Management and System Engineering supervision and
direction for completion of the engineering effort.
CHANGE NO. 2: DELETE NADIR LOUVER
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REVISE INTERFACE CONfROL DRAWING 3533000-400 TO REFLECT
REQUESTED CHANGE TO LOCATIONS OF ELECTRICAL INTERFACE
CONNECTORS J9 THROUGH J20 AND J24
1". Ci-f |G,J*TIO« ITO •^«-'.C.*7J*t
THEMATIC MAPPER INTERFACE CONTROu DRAWING 3533000-400
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52360 /
RELOCATES ELECTRICAL INTERFACE CONNECTORS J9 THROUGH J20, AND J24; AND SPECIFIES
MASTER POLUIIZING KEYS FOR THESE CONNECTORS. SEE ATTACHED ENGINEERING CHANGE
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(1). CANCEIi AC05R. VERIFY COMPLIANCE WITH TEE BAND 6 MODULATION USING THE RESULTS OF
UNIT LEVEL TESTS AND ANALYSIS (PER HS236-1381).
(2). CHANGE THE TOP LIXE SPECIFICATION FOR 3AKD 6 MODULATION TO READ "1/27. OF FULL
SCALE" RATHER THAN "1/27. OF THE AVERAGE" OUTPUT SIGNAL (GSFC 400.8-D-210, PARA-
GRAPH 3.2.9.3). IT THEN BECOMES THEORETICALLY POSSIBLE TO MEET THE SPECIFICATION
FROM SCENE TEMPERATURES 260 -320 K.
ffOD
THERli ARE TWO MAJOR PROBLEMS WITH AC05R AS CURRENTLY PLANNED AND SCHE^UICJ:
(1). A CONSERVATIVE ANALYSIS USING RECEOT RESULTS OF UNIT LEVEL TESTS SAS SHOWN THAT
THE SPECIFICATION, AS MODIFIED ABOVE, WILL BE MET. WITHOUT THE CHANGE, THE
SPECIFICATION IS THEORETICALLY IMPOSSIBLE AT LOW SCENE TEMPERATURES.
(2). A MUCH MORE COMPLEX (AND EXPENSIVE) SYSTEM LEVEL TEST WOULD BE REQUIRED TO PROVIDE
MORE INFORMATION THAN IS OBTAINED BY THE UNIT TEST/AKALYSIS APPROACH.
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C. L TO. Tom VanHorae
ORQ: 44-29-00
(See attached)
SUBJECT-. Band 6 Modulation,
System Performance Analysis
and Srror Budget
DATE: 21 June 1979
REP. BS236«1381 « ,,
FROM: Neal Dbugoe'rty J-
ORG. 40-92 V
BLDG. 373 MAILSTA. A 340
LOC. SC EXT. 81731
INTRODUCTION
The IDC ore s en ted here examines four contributors to band 6
modulation, predicts the system modulation which will be observed, and
recommends that the planned system level test not be conducted. As
an alternative, subsystem level tests combined with system modeling
are recommended to verify compliance with the system basd 6 modula-
tion specification.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The Svstam Le^el Scaa Modulation Soecificatioa
G
The specification for band 6 modulation should be changed to
require that the ^eak-to-peak modulation be less than 1/2 percent of
rnr.jc-.mujn. signal level. The specification currently requires that the
peak-to-peak modulation be less tnas 1/2 percent the average signal
level. Meeting the current specification is theoretically impossible
at scene radiation temperatures near the minimum (260°K). Also, at
low scene temperatures, 1/2 percent of the signal is well below the
quantizing noise.
The optical contributions to the system scan modulation are
conservatively estimated to be less than 0.33 percent. These contribu-
tions result from motion of the scan mirror and the scan line corrector.
If the electronic subsystem specifications are met, the net
electronic contribution to band 6 modulation will not excede 0. 16 percent
and the total band 6 modulation would be less than 0. 49 percent.
Currently planned subsystem tests, combined with modeling
and analysis, are sufficient to establish compliance with the band 6
modulation specification.
Need for System Level TestJ
The currently planned system level band 6 modulation tests
will not be capable of isolating and characterizing the subsystem
contributions to system band 6 modulation. Much more extensive
system testing is required to do this.
687CCSPEBT3
9
 . - ' • ' ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY !
It is not anticipate- that corrective ground based processing will be
required to comply with tne sand 6 modulation specification. However, if
it were required, tne model used for ground correction would necessarily
be based upon the results of subsystem level tests and modeling, not on
system level tests.
Necessary Conditions for Systems Level Testing5 :
If the-sy«t«m level test is performed, the "uniform temperature
plate" must be sufficiently rough anc diffuse that no specular reflections
are possible and the ernissivity is independent of direction. Ideally,
the plate surface would be a nondirectional blackbody.
$ A system level test cannot determine compliance with either the
existing specification or the proposed modified specification unless
preceded oy band 6 radiometnc calibration. Neither full scale n~r
average signal level are accurately defined before calibration.
SUBSYSTEM CONTRIBUTIONS TO SAND 6 MODULATION
There are four subsystem contributors to band 6 modulation:
1) scan mirror reflectivity (variation wita scan angle), 2) sc-n line
corrector, 3) detector/preamplifier ac coupling, and 4) video dc restore.
The contribution of each subsystem is discussed and tne uo:^l contribution
conservatively estimated in this section.
The contribution of each subsystem is expressed as a fraction t«f
full scale ratner than as a fraction of the average signal. The rationale
for this choice is presented in the next section which discusses a
problem witn the system level specification.
Scan Mirror Reflectivity Contribution
To analyze the impact of scan mirror variations on band 6 modulation,
consider the simplified model of Figure 1. The radiation from the mirror
which results in irradiance, H, at the image plane consists of reflected
j radiation (image forming) and emitted radiation (nonimage forming or
i| background). The irradiance of the image plane can then be expressed as
H = K JP(6) N(T8) + «(9) N(Tm)j + HB (1)
f, where:
i
N(T) = "in band" radiance of a blackfaody at temperature, T
Ts s radiation temperature of the scene
















« (0) = mirror emissivity at angle
P(6 j = mirror reflectivity at angle
6 = angle of incidence of the mirror
K = a constant which incorporates the lens and mirror
efficiencies
KQ * = background irradiance
From Kirchoff's radiation law as applied to an opaque reflecting
surface,
P(6) -r € ( e ) = 1. (2)
Substituting for « in Zquat:on 1 and collecting the terms:
K = K .NfTra) - = x{ (3)
The incremental change, AKp, for a small change, £P , can then be
comouted as
AHp . (4)
For a full scale signal, the incremental change in focal plane irradiance,
, is
. H{Tj1«)-H<Titta) (5)
and substituting Equation 3 into Equation 5
= K (6)
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY '
The fractional contribution to band 6 modulation, Fp(Ts), is the
ratio AKp/A K_S. Dividing Equation 5 by Equation 6 obtains:
Fp (T.) = A Ho
- N ( in)]p
(7)
Since N(7) is a znonotonically increasing function of T, the extreme
value of Fp("Ts) can be determined by computing the value at Ts = Tg **
and T£*in and selecting the largest absolute value of the two.












which, substituted into Equation 7 and referring to blackbody tables
produce:
Fp (320°K) = 2.4x 10"3
and
Fp (260°K) -3.1 x 10-3
The largest contribution to band 6 from the scan mirror is then
0. 31 percent.
It is worth noting that scene radiation temperatures below 260°K
and above 320°K would be clipped since they lie outside the band 6 dynamic
range. The usefulness of the imagery would be seriously limited as the
average scene radiation temperature approaches these dynamic range
limits. Thus the 0. 31 percent scan modulation contribution represents a
conservative upper limit.
Scan Line Corrector Contribution
The contribution of the scan line corrector to band 6 modulation





the detector place) over a. '. 066 inch range. Since the mapper ha* beea
carefully designed to avoid vignetting, any modulation will be cue to the
slight changes of perspective which cause each detector to view an
incrementally different solid angle of internal structural and baffling
members. If only one of these members (the odd member) differs by AT
from the cavity temperature, the fractional contribution, Fg- -, can be
estimated aa:
- BfSLC ~ R2 T
where:
= ratio of the incremental change in solid angle of the
odd member to ti.e solid angle of the telescope exit
pupil
« = cmissivity of the odd temper arure member
T = telescope effective transmission, including the
obscuration ratio
AT = temperature difference of the odd member (°K)
60°K s- "M band 6 dynamic range
For the Thematic Mapper, the following values are representative
r:
RQ = 1.33 X 10*3
C a 0. 0
T = 0.7
which, substituted into Equation 8, yield
FSLC • 2 - 5 x l O - A T (9)
If the odd member is assumed to be at a temperature difference
8°K from the cavity (an extreme value considering ejcisting thermal









r AC Couoline Contribution ORIGINAL PAGE ISOF POOR QUALITY
The signal from the detector preamplifier combina^rm is ac couplea
to the remainder of the video chain. This results in low frequency response
that will result in some droop in the signal curing a line scan. The suosystem
specification limits this droop to not more tha=. 0.1 percent of full scale
cignal.
DC Restore Contribution
The dc restore for band 6 is located in the multipler-r. The dc
restore drift is restricted to 2. 5 mV out of a full scale 4. 0 volts. This
translates into a fractional contribution of . 06 percent.
Total Sand 6 Modulation*
If the subsystem specifications for ac coupling and dc restore are
met, the upper limit of band 6 modulation is presented in the following
tab-clarion." All modulatior contributions are expressed as a percentage















Derived function of P(6). Tm.Ts
Derived worn case, HS 236-568?
DS 22015-003B
DS 32015-005
A PROBLEM WITH THE SYSTEM SPECIFICATION
The system specification (GSFC S-726-9, paragraph 3.2.9.3) for
- scan modulation requires that the scan modulation be less than 1/2 percent
of the average signal level of the scan. This presents two problems:
1) "When the average signal level is relatively low within the
dynamic range, 1/2 percent of the average level is far
below the combined analog and quantizing noise of the system.
Appendix B for a reconciliation between the table and the performance







2) Certain contributors to scan modulation, while very small, do
no: aporoacn zero as tne sirnal level shrinks. As the average
signal level approaches zero, these contributors alore will
prevent the specification from being met. An example is
analyzed and discussed below.
Scan Mirror
«
For illustration pxirposes, the scan mirror reflectivity will be
allocated all of the scan'mo'dulation budget of 1/2 percer t of the average
signal Irvel. From Equation 4 above, the scan modulation is then
= K [N(TS) - N(Tm)]AP
The average signal level can be computed as
AH
and substituting from Equation 3,
- " Vei Lr
K
AVE 6 2 -
N(TS) - P ( 6 ) dO


















































Rernerabering that N(T) is amonotonically iacreasing function of T,
it is clear that as Ts approaches 260°K, the magnitade oi the auraerator
remains finite while the denominator approaches zer.o. Clo&rly, Equation 16




Equation 16 demonstrates that the system specification cannot be met
throughout the scene temperature dynamic range even if all of the error
budget were allocated to the scan mirror. This is true while the worst case
contribution of the scan mirror reflectvity is only .62 times one quantizing
level.
COMMENTS
9 Commentj« on tne system level test are as follows:
1} If band 6 scan modulation is to be measured on a systems
level, the test must be performed with actual subsystems.
Since the multiplexer will not be available at the time the
^ test is scheduled, tae test should be postponed.
2) The worst case contribution of the scan mirror reflectivity
occurs at 260°K ( 8°~). If the worst cases are -o be included
in the test, the plate should be cooled to this temperature. Of
course, when tne test plate is well below tl»e room (c-r cavity
A temperature;, its reflectivity must be very low to avoid
invalidating tne :est. Condensation may also be a problem.
3) If the test were conducted with the test plate at the same
temperature as the scan mirror, Equation 4 shows that the
sc?n modulation contribution of the mirror reflectivity would
-•"" be zero, independent of the variation in reflectivity over the9
 ' scan. -,
4) If the test plate is only going to be operated above the mirror
temperature, the surface should be rough (diffuse) and it?
emissivity known. The emisjivity need not approach 1.
* 5) The key element in conducting a valid experimental assessment
of the coz.tribuc.on of scan line corrector is that the internal
structural members of the telescope assume the actual
dynamic temperatures which would occur during an orbital
cycle. A method is required to force these temperatures to
comply with predicted values or, alternatively, to simulate
f the crbital environment.
i
6) The system level test requires the output of band 6 calibration
tc determine compliance with the system specification.
RECOMMENDATIONS
r.\
• The following recommendations are made:
„ 1) Replace system level test with subsystem (or unit) tests and
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Review the subsystem tests planned to establish compliance for
the dc restore and the ac coupling. Make certain the tests
are conducted in a manner which will permit these subsystems
to be characterized as well as measured.
3) Negotiate a change in the scan modulation specification to allow









APPENDIX A. Sand 6 Reflectivity Over the Angular Range
During the time which imagery is being collected, the angle of
incidence at the scan mirror ranges linearly from 31° to 39°. The band 6
bandpass is from 10. 5 urn to 12. 5
From the average reflectivity values computed by Tim Wise and



























The scan modulation performance budget developed in this IDC is
significantly different than that presented at tne Detailed Design Review
(KS 236-0677, Table 2. 1-16, p. 2-41). The new performance budget
reflects a refinement of the underlying analysis as well as the current status
of subsystem development and testing.
«
Sean Mirror Reflectivity and Polarization
The scan mirror reflectivity and polarization changed from 0.30 per-
cent to 0.31 percent. While the numerical change is small, the analytical
bases for the values are quite different. The anticipated -ip over and 6 is
now 0. 55 percent rather tnan 0. 2 to C. 3 percent. However, when the mirror
self-emission is accounted for, the contribution to band 6 modulation is
0.31 percer.: under worst case conditions.
Scan Line Corrector
It aas previrusly assumed that the scan line corrector contribution
to band 6 modulation resulted from tne angle of incidence, the position of
tbS beam on the corrector mirrors, and tae presence of strong lateral
thermal gradients sn these mirrors. However, this is no longer the case.
The seas line corrector contribution is nuw understood to result from small











Signal droop is treated as two separate contributors, dc restore and
ac coupling. We now anticipate that the subsystem specification for the
multiplexer dc restore circuit will be readily met, producing a contribution
not to exceed 0. 06 percent.
i
The ac coupling contribution to band 6 modulation as defined in the
top line specification is ac.-ually negligible. This is because band 6 modula-
tion is defined as the response to a uniform scene. Ac coupling only contri-
butes to band 6 modulation when the scene average temperature is changing,
not when it is uniform. In the new performance budget, a conservative
upper limit of 0. 1 percent (the subsystem specification) has been assumed.
In flight operation, the ac coupling will contribute to band 6 Modula-
tion since the average scene temperature changes along track. The along-
track radiation temoeranire gradients for which 0. 1 percent modulation






0- i '~ '
. ' VThen current measurements of the scattering properties of the scau
mirror surface in the band 6 region are considered, the stray radiance in
this band is found to vary less than 0. 01 percent as the mirror scans. For




Component temperature variations are considered in the scan line
corrector contribution since this is the way they can significantly contribute
f- during a 60 rns active scan.. They art not separately considered.
Finally, noce that this IDC algebraically sums the contributions to
band 6 modulation to estimate total modulation. This is mere conservative
than root sum squaring them as was done in HS 236-0677, T».ble 2. 1-16.
*~
 Ac
 Cousliag, In-Flight Contribution
In-flight, significant along-track (i.e., north-south) average radia-
tion tempsracure <»radien:s will occur. These gracitscs will, in turn, cause
the ac coupling contribution to band 6 modulation to be nonzero. Using the
measured tune constant (14 seconds), it is possible eo examine the aiong-
*• i track gradient conditions under which the contribution will be less than
0. 1 percent full scale.
To bound these conditions, it was assumed that at the average tem-
perature along-track was constant until some point at which a gradient began.
For a maximum 0. 1 percent scan modulation, the relationship between the
''" gradient and the distance over which the gradient extends is derived. The
result is presented in Figure 2.
•
Below the curve in which the modulation equal i 0.1 percent, the scan
modulation will be less than 0.1 percent. At the line, the 0.1 percent sub-
system specification will be equaled. Above the line, the specification will
f be exceeded.
Several features of the curve are of interest. Note that on the left
hand side the curve begins to approach the line where the product of the
gradient tunes the distance is 14°K. 14*K is the xr.ajdrnum increment for a
i step function without exceeding 0. 1 percent modulation.
' ,
On the other band, for gradients less than . 0167 K/km, the 0. 1 per-
1
cent scan modulation limit will not be exceeded no matter how long the dis-
tance over which they extend. In this context, a relatively extreme average
* winter gradient from Texas to the Canadian Border would be about
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distances, would be common in the continental United States. The highest
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CHANGES IN THEMATIC MAPPER SYSTEM SPECIFICATION
(GSFC 400.8-D-210, REVISION B, APRIL 1978), SEC. 3.2.8.1







II. PAST W>. OB rot OUJGMATIQS
I*. DtS£il>»Tli« Of
INCORPORATE THE CHANGES OUTIIKED IN THE MARCH 26, 1979 MEM3 FROM V. V. SALOMONSON TO
0. WEIKSTEIN (MODIFIED TO REFLECT THE VERBAL DIRECTION PROVIDED TO N. R. DOUGHERTY
BY V. SALMONSON, 7/17/79). THE CHANGES ADDRESS:
(1). THE RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION CRITERIA
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The specified performance shall be achieved after application of a
calibration that is the same for both test conditions. Verification that
the instrument meets the requirements of this paragraph may be achieved




The TM output in each of the bands 1 through 5 and 7 jhall have a signal-to-n
ratio (SN'R) for specified input in accordance with Table IV. For a
constant input radiancs, the S.'JR is defined as the ratio of the output
value (in units of radiance) averaged over at least one hundred samples
tc the root mean squared (RMS) value of the noise equivalent radiance
which is defined as the RMS of the deviations of the output samples
from th3 average value. All SNR measurements shall be taken with the
processing electronics in a linear gain moue except for those bands






























OF POOR QUALITY DS3Z015-C033
5/18/78
/
posss when the Thematic Mapper is counted on "a spacecraft. The optical
surfaces shall be polished optical flats of 1/4 wavelength quality with re-
flectivity greater than 70 percent. All airror surfaces on the cube shall
*"' A orthogonal to within * 5.0 arcsec. Normals to these surfaces shall be
used to define therheaatic Mapper axes within 3 arcnin. One of these ncrcals
shall be set up parallel to the Thematic Mapper optical axis within 3 arcnin
(873 prad) and shall be knawn (measurable)' to less than 300 Mead in each axis.




























































ror psrpos-es o£ rrpdenentacian* the center scan alrror lc«ked posirJLoa
S of scan hold positions' 037 be used.
. 3.3 Subsysteta Reouiremauts ' •
«•«" *«»J— •»™*o- I " I •—»«««• . ^
3.3.1 Telescope Assembly ^ • . ,
• '
3.3.1.1 Optical Mecering Structure. The requirements fer the optical netering
Structure are given in the specification 16085 and drawing 50841. ____
3.3.1.2 Primary Optics '. The radiometer shall be designed with a t«o-eleaent
reflective optical system (Ritchey-Cretien) with the following basic character-
istics:
Effective Focal Length











Unvignetted field covers the detector array that is shown
in figure 4.'
w
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*. tin.1 or OAXSI
Revise Thematic Mappe'
Revision B to Revision
Interface Control Drawing from
C.
10. C3NMCUHATIOM ITDJ «Kl*a>TU8«
Thematic Mapper




12. «uo« of run as LO*t3T
Thenatic Mapper 51065
u. rt&r ra. at nrt 3tJio<»nat
3533000-100
r





nf Various design modifications require changes to the Thematic Mapper interface









i*. trrtcr o» AjsaciATto toji»a»t
No major e f f e c t
i'. "BojCTicw crrccTivirr er stxitt, wa.
Pro tof l ight and Flight Models
<(. otonMieta atr*onr irrtcrivirr
Protof l ight and Flight Models
So cost char.ee /
>^ 7'34c{<--* '^l '^"*t"'Xv1 /(. .* /C_«---/-rV vl_/f7~(u —
. :i. A^P , C » A L /
^^ *_y. -^
CO«(V«>vM M.-I ' i r r
10. tfrtCT (W f«EKCTIt» BCLIVCBT 9O>i2Uk<
None
to. C3Tiu«rxo HIT oo.tnc>nr yonauLt
N / A
"pRt,&«\ *•- *
3 l 3 A ? » a C ¥ A ( .
-X^-^-^x-^L^/.^ - E#Y/&>
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•. TlTVt Of 0.**Sl ,
Coherent Noise Specification Change
10. can'iaj'Ariox trot •onno.trum
Thematic Mapper
u. «•* >»r >*T oi (.onsr «j$a«.T Mftcna
NAS5-24200
g]rts Qw
it. ^kor no. on rn-t :l3iw»tio«
3533000-100
Revise GSFC 400.8-D-210, Revision B, paragraphs 3.2.9.1 and 4.2.3, to
read as indicat d on the attached sheets.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
. 0£ POOR QUALITY
i- 9
I*. KtU «QD





Mo e f f e c t on TM
Protof l igh t ar.d Flight Models
ie. otc-MMQota BtT»QriT i/fccri»irr
Pro to t l ight ar.d Flight Models
it. t/'icr o» MXZUCTIO ju.ivtrr jcMJUki
None •
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ENGINEERING CHANGE PCJ1 \OPOSAL. PAGE 3 OF 6 ECP, NO. 14 .
Paragraph 3.2.9.1 shall be changed to read as follows: ORIGINAL PAGE IS
" OF POOR QUALITY
3.2.9.1 Eadiometric Sensitivity
The TM output in each of the bands 1 through 5 and 7 shall have a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) for specified input in accordance with Table IV. For a constant
input radiance, the SSS, is defined as the ratio of the output value (in units of
radiance) averaged over at least one hundred samples to the root Bean squared
(RMS) value of the noise equivalent radiance which is defined as the RMS of the
deviations of the output samples from the average value. All StfR measurements
shall be taken with the processing electronics in a linear gain mode except for
those bands where quantizing noise precludes meeting the SNR requirements.
TABLE IV






4 0.19 ' 32
5 0.08 13
7 0.046 5
The sensitivity^  of Band 6 is measured in terms of noise equivalent temperature
difference (IJETD) defined in 6.1. The NETD for Band 6 for an extended scene
at a temperature of 300 K is 0.5 K. The minimum scene temperature for this band
is 260 K.
The TM output shall have negligible coherent noise in all seven bands for all
values of radiance including zero. The coherent noise pattern shall be sub-
jectively evaluated by inspecting photographic images. No coherent noise pattern
shall be discernible at any radiance/signal level with the display set so that
each quantizing level from 0 to 1/4 of full scale is visible for Bands 1-5, 7
and 4 quantizing levels spread over the dynamic range are visible for Band 6. '
r.
ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL, PAGE OF ECP NO.
Paragraph 4.2.3 shall be changed to read as follows:
«
4.2.3 Pictorial Displays
The contractor shall produce pictorial outputs using the BTCE or capital
(facility) equipment.
The pictorial display used for testing all spectral bands nay utilize a one
dimensional target. The purpose of this test is to evaluate the coherent noise
of the systea, usually only obvious on an image and when viewing a mid-range,
diffuse scene. The input radiance for this display shall increase slowly from
0 to full scale. The rate of change of radiance shall be slow enough to allow
relatively constant levels of radiance for ac least 10 scans. Ho coherent noise
shall be visible. This type of noise is objectionable if it can be seen by the
unaided eye of a trained observer in a picture that is at least eight inches on
a side.
An acceptable alternative test method would involve scanning a scene with a
radiance gradient which allows approximately ten samples at each quantizing
level over the lowest 1/4 of the dynamic range for Bands 1-5, 7. Band 6 would
involve scanning a scene with constant radiance for at least four different






• I O . ATTACEMKrr 70
? • ' • " " . P C P 1 4 •
f • SANTA BARBARA R E S E A R C H CENTER Page 5 of 6
- [ ' I N T E R N A L M E M O R A N D U M
' I C 4 (O: Jack Engel » CC: Data Bank (11) - DATE: 16 June 1980
1
 Dis t r ibu t ion
 REp. HS 236-6859
SUBJECT: Coheren t Koise Testing ORIGINAL PAGE IS FROM: Rlc ss°°
.
 ( OF POOR QUALITY ^^ ^ MAILSTA. ,
j ^  . EXT- *262
. -
f
• Sone deviations fron the KASA Spec, are'being iiaplecented in
} BL-12S. (Coherent Koise) testing. The method of testing relative
I •", to these changes is as follows:
i
t 1. A cininua of 64 pea levels (0-64 MUX levels) rather than
• the full dynatsic range will be required to be displayed -
(Bands 1-5, 7) for coherent noise testing. ***
2. The data pertinent to 1. (above) will be represented by
differences froa the intensity gradient.
3. Only 4 pen: levels, spread over the dynamic range, will be
used in Band 6 testing. ' —
4. A pictorial format scalier than 8" x 8" will be used to
display coherent noise pictures. (An attempt will be Bade
to make the pictures as large as possible, consistent with
the data quantity.)
5. Coherent noise in Band 6 will be tested in the Thermal Balance
Test with a full aperture plate. This will only be per-
formed on -the Engineering Model. (We will not test in the
I Frotoflight and Flight models due to probable elimination
[ . of the aperture plate.)
j
t The rationale for the above changes is as follows:
Items 1 and 2 elirainate the need for the four-color option on
the Optronics Laser U'riter makLng the coherent noise pictures
easier to-read. (The four-color option is necessary since the
film has only 64 distinct densities.)
Item 1, furthermore, eliminates a radiance gradient rasping
problem. That is, the flooding lamp can deliver 0-54 KUX levels
or greater, filling the entire video scan line. (Otherwise, we
have to adjust ianp currents and the band nay still saturate
before the end of scan line.)
Ites J also el-: = ir..ites = la=p lifetime r-rctlc=. (? - °s ar.!: I v ,
c= ,-et =!-£•.- i-, C-.-- r:-.r.i = u- s.-:ur = L I-T. . j/*l, :'..^  c«: r«i-.: ic.
the c.-.Ilbra:or fleecing laco r.is to Be so :i->;h cha: ?ir:ir.i
ECP 14 ~ 8/27/80
Page 6 of 6
HS 236-6859 ' ORIGINAL >AGE IS
-. 16 June 1980
 OF pOQR QUALITY
V PaS« 2 ' .
of tungsten occurs on the envelope and the lasp lifetime
is reduced,
Itec 3 is necessary to elioinate collecting a large acounc
















o. eses e?o. east
RAG IS 32015-001
Add In-Plane and Out-o£ Plane aotton ra^uir«m«nt Cot
ep*c«acr»£t mounting ourfacca provided for Thematic
Kapp«r installation








Add raquiremants to tho spacecraft intarfaca spacificationa so &s to limit
tho ralatix'Q motion of the Theaacic Mappar counting locations during tha




Spacecraft mounting points relative motion oust bo limited to prevent
axcossivo stroesaa in the Thematic Mappar structure
Hone
Pro to f l igh t and Flight Modals
it. MceaMwu) «r»o»iT irrccTivirr
P ro tof l ight and Flight Models
14. S»'5CT 0» feNHCTIOI JtLIVftT SO«BU^4
Nona
a. (ariHAtto in otkimsar toiOAt
H/A
/So cost Change
" D. L'He'areto: *"*"" '*
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ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL PAGE t OF ? ECP NO. °15
Change GSPC 400.8 - D - 201. Section 4.5 aa follows;
1. Delete the last sentence in the section and add the following:
The thematic mapper mounting fasteners shall be the
•
responsibility of the spacecraft contractor.
The spacecraft Instrument Module shall provide mounting
surfaces to which the TM shall be installed. These mounting
surfaces and TM mounting provisions shall conform to the
requirements of the TM Interface Control Drawing, 3533000-400
and the requirements in Table 4.5, below.
ORIGINAL' PACE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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NAME OK OES CONTROL ITEM NAMS 4 NO.
CONTRACT NO.
NECM CLASS URGENCY AELATEO GCA NO. isi
BASK UNS AP
PBOOUCTION ONLY aPRODUCTION AND RETROFIT a BSTROFIT ONLY
SPECIFICATIONS AND ENGINEERING DRAWINGS AFFECTED
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JUSTIFICATION FC« CHANGE
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ORG CODE OATE ORGCODE DATE
AUTHORIZATION FOR RBCEASe
CHd CUASS CHANGE eFPECTl CUSTOMER OATC,
CONTRACTUAL i If—(ADVANCE TOIOISPOSIT'ON OF 1TEt>1S
LjCOMPUETE |
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R«pty to Ann ol 283
Hughes Aircraft Company
Attention: Mr. E. A. Dawson
Space and Communications Group
NASA Systems Division
P. O. Box 92919
Los Angeles, CA 90009
Subject: Contract NAS 5-24200, Engineering Change
Proposal (ECP) No. 16
Reference: Hughes Aircraft Company (HAC) RS236/0019-1127,
dated December 12, 1930
The subject ECP has been reviewed by the NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC) and is rejected as submitted. The
specification changes proposed by HAC would require sub-
stantial additional explanation and the numbers in column
2 of Table III b) would have to be revised. Rather than HAC
revising and resubmitting this ECP, we will initiate a
Configuration Change Request (CCR) to be processed through
rhe L?ndsat-D Configuration Control Board (CCB) to change
che last sentence of Specification 400.8-D-210, section
3.2.8.1 from "component testing. . .and analysis" to "test
and analysis." This change to the specification wording will
allow HAC to proceed with the spectral matching test as
planned Subsequent to approval of the CCR by the Laidsat-D
CCB, a contract modification will be issued incorporating
this specification change.
I have been informed that the appropriate HAC technical
personnel have concurred with the above. If there are any
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1. &A*J i' tt/ «. „..'. J./llwIITT
X "1
« j'»*ciricjm{r«s .'.fT'rrrs 7 :.i^un>23 *^»tcr:3
am. csst 1 vtcinctrieyesssrr •». < ears, oc:





i < 1 !
1. TITU 07 OUMSS .
Revise the specification for spacecraft 28vdc power






1 1 m PPCJUCTItft
OC I ^CA 1 ('^9
50869
Revise the specification for the 28vdc power supplied to the Thematic Mapper
to be 2Svdc -I- 7vdc, -Svdc, instead of 28vdc +7vdc. Page 2 of this ECP
specifies the proposed changes to the GSFC A00.8-D-201 specification section




u. «tu TO o*»ss
 The prageat specification foe bus voltage, 28vdc + 7vdc, does not
allow for proper operation of the TM power supply. The power supply will
not regulate properly at bus voltages below 23vdc. The technical personnel
at GSFC, who are aware of this condition, have indicated that the space-
craft 28vdc power bus will be above 23vdc in all normal operating
situations.
!U
i«. WCCT on Asa3ci*ria toji»*aojr
None
17. roesucticN t/»tcrtvtrr or txaiM. no.
Frotof l ight and Flight Models




LO «ir ocLivurr ao»tciAt
CMTS/XAVIKU
No-cost change
Ii• o CO ' «?!• 1693GA 4104JA .
ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL PAGE 2 OF 2 ECP NO. 01?
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED CHANGES TO GSFC 400.8-D-201:
1. Section 3.3.2.1
A. Ravlae "...+ 7vdc..." to road "...+ 7vdc, - Svdc...".
2. Section 3.-3. 2. 4
A. Revise "...(may not stay within the 21-25 volt operation range)"
to read "...(may not stay within the 23-35 volt operation range)"
B. Revise "...(within ths 21 to 35 volt operating range)" to
read "...within the 23 to 35 volt operating range)".
3. Section 3.3.3.6
A. Revise "...values of 35V, 28V and 21V." to read "...values
of 35V, 23V and 23V."






















a. riru or outsat .
Revise Thematic Mapper Maximum Weight from 243.2 Kg
to 258 Kg






OB tOUXJT *33O«aT frtCTXO
Thematic Mapper
i*. not us. on m>« auiouricn
3533000-100
• . A^wJ>l«*<lW« UP OXMUMi
Revise GSFC 400.3-D-210 specification to increase the Thematic Mapper maximum
specified weight to 258 Kg (568.79 pounds). The present maximum specified
weight is 243.2 Kg (536.16 pounds).
Continued on page 2.
on page •
.». «ua ro» o»*aw
 On L DEC 8Q) cha weight o£ the thematic Mapper was 245.65 Kg,
based upon about 96% actual weights of components and subassemblies. Based
upon data from other space projects, the TM can expect to increase in weight
about 5Z per year until it is delivered. This growch rate relates to hardware
in an integration and system test phase. Assuming a delivery of the TM in
late September 1981, the expected weight growth since December 1980 would be
about 12.30 Kg. Adding the 2.45 Kg deficit in December will bring the project*
weight deficit in September 1981 to 14.75 Kg (32.51 pounds). The present max-
imum specified weight plus the expected weight growth will sum to 257.95; say,
258 gg^
14. C/rtCT OK Jd&OCIAfU CO1IMCO9T
None
17. PCBSUSTIQB* I/'ICTIVITT gr M8IM. KO.
Protof l ight and Flight Models
i*. *«O£MM>«0 otTworiT trrtcrivirr
Protof l ight and Flight Models
Id. (J*?¥Cf CM PCOajCTIG* 38LJVCRV ^OTlftAit
Hone
a. UTitttTU (If UOLIVSCTT VMtCIA*
N / A
No-cost change
r 13. Af PnCV*>./Ol3Ar»OOVAL
MASA/Goddard SCacs Fl-'cht C="tar
.. ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL PAGE 2 OF 2 ECP NO. oia
i- n : ~
14. DESCRIPTION 07 PROPOSED. CHANGE TO GSFC 400.8-0-210:
1* Section 3.2.1 Configuration
a. Revise "...in no case shall Chi* weight exceed 243.2 Kg.
(535 Ibs.)." to read '"...in no ease shall this yaight





bcc: Dis±; B: GC Benson, EF C*rle. AH Connor,
WH Freudenstein, BF Gritt, RL, Julian, JC Kodak,
?!*> Nichols, FR Phillips, DM Randall, TP Sciacca,
/
RL Cook. RC Cooley, JL Encel. EA-Dav«
LE Long, JD Lovs, AB MaTehaat, KG Nas
RJ Wilkerson, Data Bank (2), File
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPAJNY




17 Jaae 198 L
la reply refer to: 81(44)0700 1/IM596
HS236/0019-12&7
National Aeronautics and Space Administration





Subject: Contract NAS5-24200 for Th.emc.tic Mapper;
Engineering Change > roposal (ECP) No. 019
Reference: Hughes letter HS236/0019-1239, E. A. Dawson
to Elizabeth Austin, dated 8 May 1981
The subject Engineering Change Proposal (ECP), sub-
mitted on 8 May 1981, requested a revision, to Specification GSFC 400. 8-D-210,
Revision B pertaining to shipment of the Thematic Mapper by Air Freight.
The Hughes Program Office has initiated efforts to make the shipping con-
tainer compatable with the shipment by air freighS requirements. It is
therefore requested that ECP Number C19 be cancelled, and that no further
action be taken by the Goddard Configuraticn Conzroi Board regarding this
matter.
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Increase electrical power allocation for the
Thematic Mapper.
IO. C3H»iaU«ATION 1 TO* <«O»tMlArU««
T H E M A T I C MAPPER
T H E M A T I C MAPPER
II. IN PACOUCTIOt
!!• PASft im>» OH TYPC 3SHO«Ar IOW
3533000-100
wj. A Lint ir
NAS 5-24200
I*. f-»ivST?lT>« Of
Revise GSFC 400.8-0-201, and GSFC 400.8-0-210 to Increase t.'ie electrical
pov/er a l l o c a t i o n to the Thematic Mapper as follows:
Peak Power ftOO Watts
Maximum Average Power (PicUre Mode) 350 Watts
Maximum Standby Power 100 Watts
(Launch mode, no change)
Gontinued on Page 2
19. trtia 'OH V>AMCS
D u r i n g system testing, the engineering and protofligiht models of the Thematic
Mapper have cor.iumed approximately 335 watt average 'power in the picture
mode, and 3k watts in the standby mode. The present s p e c i f i c a t i o n require-
ments are respectively 300 watts, and 75 watts. The GSFC technical personnel
are aware of this condition, and have been advised tihat an engineering
change proposal would be submitted to request that additional power be
provided for Thematic Mapper.
«». u'Ccr CM •JsociAito
NONE
17. POOOLICTICN UHCTI»!T~ BT JUIM. ISO.
Englneerinq/Protofl ight/Fl ight Models
tt. noooMMi^ o nnnifiT crrtcriYirr
N/A
It. IF'ICT CM AnCOUCTICM CtLlVCAT SOtCIJUt
NONE








. v OF POOR QUALITY
*
ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL PAGE 2 O F 2 _ ECP NO. 020
(Continued from Page I, Block S\k)
1. Description of proposed change to CSFC ^00.8-0-201, Section 3.3.2.2,
Povver Output (available to Thematic Mapper).
REVISE: "Maximum operational - 300 watts" -- to read. ..
• "^"""^
TO READ: "a. Peak Power: *»00 watts
b. Maximum Average Power (Picture Mode): 350 watts
C. Maximum Standby Power: tOO watts
d. Launch Mode Power: 1k watts"
2. Description of proposed chant-e to GSFC ^00.8-0-210, Section 3.3-^3i
Power Supply.
REVISE: "The basic power characteristics s h a l l be in accordance with
the ICD. Total power consumption of the TM instrument shall
not exceed 300 watts, i n c l u d i n g thermal control power, if
required. A non-operating o r b i t a ! standby mode s h a l l exist
in which the TM consumes no more than 75 watts and is main-
tained at a temperature adequate to prevent instrument
damage." -- to read...
TO READ: "The basic power characteristics s h a l l be in accordance with
the ICD. The peak power consumption of the TM Instrument
s h a l l not exceed *»00 watts, i n c l u d i n g thermal control power,
if required. The maximum average power consumption of the
TM in the picture mode s h a l l not exceed 350 watts. A non-
operating o r b i t a l standby mode s h a l l exist in which the TM
consumes no more than 100 watts, and is m a i n t a i n e d at a
temperature adequate to present instrument damage."
ORIGINAL PAGE fS
OF POOR QUALITY
ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL (SHORT FORM)















Mr*, cool • KClf ICATIOH/OOCUMCMT «O.
GSFC GSFC 400.8-D-201 11323 52347 EO
e. TITl* Or CHAM!
Connection of Thematic Mapper Unipoint Signal Ground
To Chassis Ground within Thematic Mapper Electronics
Module
y 7alA
ft. coaratcr MO. * ki*s itlM
HAS 5-24200
Thematic Mapper Assy CJ
IX. M*MC Of «A*T Q* LOWCaT ASMMOLV **r»CT«O
Electronics Module Assy-TM
It. t+*T HO* Oft TTIQ Ot*l«*lATte
52347
Addition of 2 26 AMG wires from A26E01 terminal (TM Unipoint signal
ground) to physically nearest chassis ground screw.
REF: Attached SBRC EO 3903A
10. MCKO ro* CHAMAB
To lessen the general level of noise exhibited in Thematic Manner
video data, Oscar Weinstein, GSFC Technical Officer, directed the
above defined grounding system.
NOME
ir »*CQWCTIO» crrccrtvtrv »T SCBIAL MO.
PROTOFLIGHT/FLIGHT
. CPTCT 0» 0MOOOCTIOSI •CMCOUbK
I NONE




00 i occ^i» 1693 »/N-oioa-<na-«»oo
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY *
u _ _ _ — — -•
COM lOlnr mil
ENGINEERING ORDER/R
SHEET 1 OF I










iOD£D TO L/M :
AR SVAaOQO 3 -QIQ9
Z.
SUESE^UEUT TO IM^TRLL^TIQM OF /XLL_
ASSY'S \KiTC T'rl^ £.LECT*CK11CS MCOULS ^







UUG ITEM ^-^- AMD TVAE OTK
KE TO A7.G EQl TER.M»K]ALS. LEKiC-TH
TO BE O£TERM\MEO PtT n-'^TAl_<v_PrT,C<
USE EXISTlkiG AZG SCASO MQUklTlUG WfcCJSV^A'^S T
TIE QQWMT5^N>llMCkL LUG \TE,\
TV4eW\»T\C MAPPED UU1PQIUT
TO E:LEJLTZQMtCS MODULE CHASSIS GROUMCi")
"*'NOTE AND/OR ITEM NUMBER TO BE ASSIGNED AT TIME OF INCORPORATION^
•OtPAACD 6V. OAfE OAfE 1EIEA&CO 8T.
CHECKED BY MANUFACTURINC OAfE IMCORPOBArEO IY
KEA/RSA
^ / / / / DRAWING REV LETTER
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
0? POOR QUALITY
ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL (SHORT FORM)
tut p/i-jro-Mr /o/t IHSTMUCTIONSI
OATC H»»a*tl
5/5/32
Santa Barbara Research Center





«BIOFIC*TIOM« APP8CTEO II T. OBAWIH8S .
'*. teat | oKeiric*troK/eocuu««T no. urm. cost ~ umtn »tv.
GGFC ^" 40Q.8-P-210 Rev. B
.. T,T« <>, c«.« oeietion
 of pc^ar Supply * eo-T"CT "••»<•'" '"-
Synchronization to the llultiplexer liEiS5-24200
*
10* eo«ytaua«TiON ITCU MOMCMCLATUIK *' >N ••OOUCTIOH
Thematic Mapper System $T]
 yo | [ N0
Thematic Mapper System 51065
14
 •»"•"«••"«"-« m specification 400.8-D-210, Rev B, section 3.3.4.3, delete the sentences
"The converter(s) shall operate at frequencies that are integral multiples of, and/or
synchronized with the scan rate of the TM. The synchronizing clock signal shall bs ob-
tained fron the multiplexer."
is «ICD ro. CH«N«
 At (kscpete poi-^ er bus voltages, the synchronization signal nay introduce
an occasional instantaneous c.vei -current shurdcwn. IT. orl'it, each shutdown could
interrupt picture making for ten to fifteen seconds. Reraoval of s-/nchronization has
been proven to be no detriment to system performance.
i:
Nona
IT nooucTion trricrmTv >T IIKIAL «o.
S/tJ 002





I OI*"o» 1 6 93 /4/N.0101.0JO-«BO
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Santa Barbara Research Center
75 Coromar Drive, Goleta, CA 93117
* f»ICIPIC<TIOM«
M'». COO!
11323 Tanp Controller, SuSasay 50942














• . TITLC or CNAME
Installation of capacitors to stop
oscillations on the Temperature Controller Circuit
Board.
10. CO»rt«jeaTIOU ITtu KOUO
TM Top Assy.
». CMT*UT HO. • LIU* I
NAS 5-24200
II IN ••OOUCTION
0 vat f I HO
II. MAMC Or »«»r 0* LOWKBT ASSCMBLT *rrcCT<D I* MITT MO. OH TV r« DCS I»WAT ION
PWB Assy, Temp Controller (A4) 50942, Rev. G.
f. ocacnimeN or CMAHOC
Mount and connect 2 ea. new 0.1 uF/lOOV capacitors on the board
per EO 4343A to Dwg. 50942.
ORIGINAL. P.-5QE &i*
OF POOR QUALITY;
ii .,»» ro» ch.««t Capacitance on the temp, sense diodes ' lines causes their
bias control loops to oscillate. The oscillations are at a low amplitude
and at approximately 200 kHz, which is above the video bandwidth. It is
not considered good practice to allow the oscillations to exist because
there is no certain control over their future effect on the TM system.
None.
17 MiOOWCTIOM trriCTIVITT BV •CKIAL HO. Ifl. S??ECT GG1 OSGauCTtBS DELIVERY SCHSOUbC
51065 SERNO 3 AND SUBQ None
51065 SERNO 2 5/8/82
None. Reliability improvement.
*vjj>o*tti»* liourum
E.g. Pk li.pt ^ -ii- PROGRAM T4ANAGER
}f—<gP«OV *\/ DISAPPROVAL
DO I OC*"o« 1693 l/N.OICC-010-OBOO
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER
* SvOlHSurv of HufMt 4>/c/*?r Comotny
I N T E R N A L M E M O R A N D U M
TO F. P.. Phillips cc. Distribution
SUBJECT- Teats on Fl TM Backup Shutter
DATE. 27 May 1982
REF- HS236-8006
FROM. N. F. Current
BLDG. - MA1LSTA.
EXT. 6198
To confirm that the addition of the 3 ea. O.Ol^F capacitors
and the change in resistor R60 to 17.4K would have no un-
expected bad effects on the operation of the system, a test
was made this morning under FR's S 3128, 8129 and 3372.
At least five consecutive, successfully locking turn-on's
were done (with no failures to lock) with the power supply
sync lines open and closed and the scan line corrector on.
Then the following timing measurements were raade with the
same conditions:
Test Procedure TP 32015-532, Paragraph
5.2.1.39 SHE 1 SAM Mode.
5.2.1.46 SMS 2 Bumper Mode.
5.2.1.51 SME 2 SAM Mode.
5.2.1.58 SME 1 Bumper Mode.
There were no failures to lock each time the Backup Shutter
was turned on. All timing measurements were w^ithin specifi-
cations, as recorded on pp. 43 and 44 of the Fl System Test
Log.
This test shows that the proposed circuit changes have no
adverse effects on system operation. Accordingly, CO's
4432A and 4433A with their EOTs, Deviation/waiver D153
and ECP 024 have been prepared to authorize tlhe PWB changes
and are ready for signature.
SFC : are
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Santa Barbara Research Center
Attention: t. A. Uauson
?b Curoznor Drive
Go1 eta, CA 93017
Subjsct: Contract fWib-£4Zuu for Thematic Mapper,, Approval of
Deviation and tCP i<i$K CCK's J9y and 403L;
r
9',
The followiny deviations and waivers have oeen approved by the
Landsat-0 CCS.
U-lbii . Capacitor addition to assure phase lock
£CK-U^4 - Capacitor addition to assure phase lock
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Santa Barbara Research Center

















*. TITU *f «•»••«
Capacitor addition to assure phase lock.
I*. CwrMll»TIM ITtM •OMCKUTUIII
Thematic Mapper Top Assembly
PWB Assembly, Cal Shutter, Backup, Rev. E
B. COBTBACT HO. • UM ITCH
NAS5-24200
la MBIT »o. oa TY>« ouivuTi
51.^98, Rev. E
14. DUCBtvriO or »ut<
Capacitors are proposed to be added across the phototransistor leads
per EO's 4432A and 4433A. The threshold voltage determined by R60
is also to be changed to approx. +1.5V by changing the value of R60
to compensate for the timing shift between the dc restore pulse and
the shutter shadow that results due to the added capacitors.
It. «810 'am f »*••!
With the power supply sync lines opened to prevent random shutdown,
the standby shutter sometimes failed to phase lock. Noise picked up
on the phase reference pickoff phototransistor leads caused random
transitions in the outmits of the flip-flops driven byQthe phototran-
sistor comparators. The random transitions caused 130 phase reversals
at the phase detector output and confused the phase lock loop, pre-
venting it from locking. See Failure Report S8372.
J
1*. crrccr o> ««aoti«Tto CQVIMMNT
None
51065, SERNO 3
1*. HICOMMKACB (truant crpccTiviTT
11. UTIUtTSD Can/KVOMI
Hone. Functional improvement.




1*. (PTtCT M MOMCTICa OH.lYt»» Kwatllt
None for Fl .
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The following section lists the non-conforming material
Reports (NCMR) that were generated during the Plight Model
Fabrication tasks. Copies of the NCMR's are maintained at the



















































































































Frame Silicon OET and Preamp
Silicon DET and Preamp Assy.
Cold Focal Plane Assy.
Silicon DET. and PreAmp Assy. Band 1
Filter Retainer
Cooled Focal Plane
DET Array, Bands 5&7 InSb
Quartz Substrate
Detector Array Band 7
Detector Array Band (-)






A - Lens Spacer
- Shim RAD Cooler Adapter
- Cooled Focal Plane Housing Preamplifier
- RAD Cooler Door Assy.
- RAD Cooler Door Assy.
Mirror Mount
- Nut plate
- Elect. Module Assy.
TLMY Scaling - fuse link Lamp




A - Frame, Silicon Det. & PreAmp - Bracket
A - Frame
D - Telescope Assy.
Spare PWB Distribution Cold Focal Plane
Silicon Preamp Assy.
Silicon Preamp Assy.
Band 7 InSb Array
Cold Focal Plane Assy.
- Substrate, Silicon Det.
Filter Retainer
- Silicon Preamp Assy
Substrate E, Silicon Det.
Prime FPA
Flex Printed Wiring Cable
Flex Printed Wiring Cable
D - Cover, Intermediate Stage
Rad Cooler
Preaop Module Assy.
- SMA Strip Heater
- Silicon Preamp Assy.
- Silicon Detector and PreAmp
- Led Source Silicon Focal Plane Assy.
- PUB, Distribution, Cold Focal Plane
- Silicon Preamp Assv.




£?4^ s^^ fe^ «i^ r^^ u^ ^^ ^
ORIGINAL PAGE FS
NCMR'S OF POOR QUALITY
NO. 392555 - P/N 50958(8) - InSb Array
392557 - 50797(D) - Silicon Deteccor and preamp Assy.
393227 - 50973(B) - Cooled Focal Plane Ass;-.
393244 - 50795 - Flight Prime Focal Plane Assy.
393245 - 52421 - Flight Assy.
393246 - 52421 - Filter Assy.
393247 - 52421 - Filter Assy.
393248 - 52421 - Filter Assy.
3932M) - 51015 - Silicon Preamp Assy.
393251 - 50970 - FPWA Cooler Cable Band 5
393252 - 50958 - InSb Det. Array Band 7
393253 - 50958 - InSb Det. Array Band 5
393254 - 51333-99C- Filter Mount Sub Assy, Spare
393255 - 51333-98C- Filter Mount Sub Assy, Spare
393256 - 50795 - Silicon Focal Plane Assy.
393261 - 50968 - PWB, Distribution, Cold Focal Plane
393268 - 50961
(50955)(E)- Cooled Focal Plane Finger Assy.
50802
(50797)(E)- Silicon Detector and preaop Assy.
50992
(50973)(B)- Cold Focal Plane Aisy.
50797(E) - Silicon Dei.ector and PreAmy Assy.
51480
(50797-1)(E) - Silicoa Detector and Pr^Amp Assy.
50803
(50797)(E) - Silicoa Detector and PreAmp Assy.
50973(B) - Cold Focal Plane Assy.
50797<E) - Silicoifl Detector and PreAmp Assy.
50807(H) - LED source/silicon FPA
50802-1(E) - Substrate, Silicon Detector Preaap
50807(H) - LED source-silicon FPA
50955(E) - Cooled Focal Plane/Cold Finger Assy.
50955'£) - Cooled Focal Plane/Cold Finger Assy.
50955 ('£) - Cooled Focal Plane/Cold Finger Assy.
51402 - PM5 Assy. Telemetry sealing
52797 - Aux. Circuit Board
53060 REV A - Analoy Processor (A4)


































51402 - Telemetry Scaling PWB
52788 - Cable Harness
50860 - Silicon Detector PreAmp
50916 - PWMB Assy. Cal Shutter Main
50955 - CFP/Cold Finger Assy.
50916 - PWB Assy. Calib Mainshutter A6
50904-3 - PWB Assy. Post Amp Band 1-4
52360 - Top Cover
53757 RL"V B - Elect. Assy. Reg Module
50869 - Power Supply
509082-2 - PostAmp Band 7
50904 - PostAcp Bds.
50797-2 - Silicon DET and PreAnip Assy.
52032-3 - SHIM, Cooler Shroud
50904-4 - ?o.st Amp Band 4




Ko. 298649 - P/N 51065 - Thematic Mapper Assy.
299665 - 52483 - Shuttev. Arm A^sy - Cal/Restore
412016 - 50904 - Post Arp. Bds.
411836 - 50908-2- Post Amp. Band 7
299645 - 51512 - Aft Optics Assy. TM
299630 - 53414 - Transformer Assy.
412468 - 52347 - Electronic Module Assy.
294814 - 50843 - AFT Optics Support
